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ABSTRACT 
 
 

CNTs have been considered as the excellent candidate to revolutionize a broad range of 

applications. There have been many methods developed to manipulate the chemistry and the 

structure of CNTs. Laser with non-contact treatment capability exhibits many processing 

advantages, including solid-state treatment, extremely fast processing rate, and high processing 

resolution. In additon, the outstanding monochromatic, coherent, and directional beam generates 

the powerful energy absorption and the resultant extreme processing conditions. In my research, 

a unique laser scanning method was developed to process CNTs, controlling the oxidation and 

the graphitization. The achieved controllability of this method was applied to address the 

important issues of the current CNT processing methods for three applications. 

The controllable oxidation of CNTs by laser scanning method was applied to cut CNT 

films to produce high-performance cathodes for FE devices. The production method includes 

two important self-developed techniques to produce the cold cathodes: the production of highly 

oriented and uniformly distributed CNT sheets and the precise laser trimming process. Laser 

cutting is the unique method to produce the cathodes with remarkable features, including 

ultrathin freestanding structure (~200 nm), greatly high aspect ratio, hybrid CNT-GNR emitter 

arrays, even emitter separation, and directional emitter alignment. This unique cathode structure 

was unachievable by other methods. The developed FE devices successfully solved the screening 

effect issue encountered by current CNT FE devices.  

The laser-control oxidiation method was further developed to sequentially remove 

graphitic walls of CNTs. The laser oxidation process was directed to occur along the CNT axes 

by the laser scanning direction. Additionally, the oxidation was further assisted by the curvature 

stress and the thermal expansion of the graphitic nanotubes, ultimately transforming the tubular 

structure to produce GNRs. The developed laser scanning method optimally exploited the 

thermal laser-CNT interaction, successfully transforming CNTs into 2D GNRs. The solid-state 

laser transforming process effectively addressed the issues of contamination and scalability 

encountered by the current unzipping methods. Additionally, the produced GNRs were uniquely 

featured with the freestanding structure and the smooth surfaces. 

If the scanning process was performed in an inert environment without the appearance of 

oxygen, the oxidation of CNTs would not happen. Instead, the greatly mobile carbon atoms of 
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the heated CNTs would reorganize the crystal structure, inducing the graphitization process to 

improve the crystallinity. Laser methods were more time-efficient and energy-efficient than other 

annealing methods because laser can quickly heat CNTs to generate graphitization in less than 

one second. In my research, the laser scanning method was applied to direct the locally annealed 

areas to move along the CNT axes, migrating and coalescencing the graphitic defects to achieve 

better healing results.  

The critical information describing the CNT structural transformation caused by the 

moving laser irradiation was explored from the successful applications of the developed laser 

method. This knowledge inspires an important method to modifiy the general graphitic structure 

for other important applications, such as carbon fiber production, CNT self-assembly process and 

CNT welding. This method will be effective, facile, versatile, and adaptable for laboratory and 

industrial facilities.   
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 The birth and rise of CNT-relating research 

 

The “booming” of CNT-relating research was initiated in 1991 by a famous publication 

of Sumio Iijima in Nature. When analyzing the soot of arc-discharge method using a TEM, 

Iijima observed many helical graphitic microtubules [1]. These CNTs were MWCNTs with 

varied numbers of concentric tubules. Later in 1993, Iijima et al. at NEC [2] and Bethune et al. at 

IBM [3] were both successful to synthesize SWCNTs with the cylinder diameter of 1 nm by 

adding transition metal catalysts to carbon in an arc discharge. In the same year, Yacaman et al. 

introduced CVD method to catalytically grow CNTs [4]. Two years later, in 1995, Smalley and 

co-workers at Rice University devised laser-ablation method to produce bundles of aligned 

SWCNTs with small diameter distribution [5]. After the introduction of these three fundamental 

synthesis methods, the race of devising CNT production methods has been further developed 

with the variation of the synthesis conditions as well as the combination with other new 

techniques. For example, plasma [6,7] or laser [8,9] was employed to support CVD synthesis 

process to improve the yield and the quality of the produced CNTs [10,11]. 

The unique tubular nanostructure and the outstanding properties of CNTs have been 

attracting scientists from different fields all over the world for more than two decades. In 2013, 

Dr. De Volder and colleagues published a review paper in Science summarizing the research 

achievements, the manufacturing capability, and the commercialization of CNTs in 20 years 

[12]. As demonstrated in Figure 1.1, the CNT-relating research has been tremendously 

developed with the continuously increasing number of publications and patents every year. 

Nowadays, people understand more about the growth mechanism of CNTs [13–15]; thus mass 

production of CNTs has been realized with the capability of more than 2.3 kiloton per year 

(Figure 1.1). In addition, the outstanding properties of CNTs have been explored, ranging from 

mechanical strength, thermal and electrical conductivities, electronic structure, surface chemistry 

to optical properties and electromagnetic phenomena. The production advancement and the 

tremendous understanding of CNT properties have become a strong boost for the practical 

applications of CNTs in various areas.  
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Figure 1.1: Achievement of CNT-relating research after 20 years: publications and patents, 
production capacity, and commercial CNT applications [12] (Reprinted with permission).  

 

 

The potentials of CNTs were predicted by Sumio Iijima in May 1997 at the Friday 

Evening Disclosure, traditionally held by the Royal Institution in England. When being asked 

about the practical values of CNTs, he stated that:   

“One day, Sir, you may tax it.” 

This metaphor made an impressive point that one day CNTs, with so many merits, will be 

commercially used in a wide range of practical applications. Currently, many devices have 

exploited the outstanding properties of CNTs to achieve the superior performance comparing to 

those devices using the conventional bulk materials. For example, CNTs are used in composites 

to reduce the weight and to improve the mechanical properties. These special composites can be 

found in sporting goods, including tennis racquets, baseball bats, and bicycle frames (Figure 

1.1(b)). CNTs can effectively enhance fiber composites to produce wind turbine blades and hulls 
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for maritime security boats. CNTs are emerging as a multifunctional coating material, 

advantageous as antifouling coatings for ship hulls (Figure 1.1(c)). CNT thin-film transistors are 

particularly attractive for driving organic LED displays (Figure 1.1(d)). Plastics using MWCNTs 

as electrically conductive fillers have important applications as electrostatic discharge shield for 

spacecraft (Figure 1.1(d)) and electromagnetic interference shielding packages and wafer carriers 

for microelectronics industry. Other CNT potentials have been under investigation for the future 

devices in military, electronic, energy storage, environment, bio sensors, and medical [12]. 

Therefore, it is safe to foresee that CNTs will become one of the most important materials and be 

broadly found in various real-world applications in the future.  

 

1.2 Unique tubular structure of carbon nanotubes 

 

CNT is a special allotrope of carbon with the 1D hollow cylindrical structure. The 

cylinders, or the walls of CNTs, are hexagonal lattice arranged by hybridized sp2 carbon atoms. 

The tubes can be open-ended or capped by halves of carbon fullerene at one or both ends. CNT 

structures fall into two broad categories: SWCNTs and MWCNTs. A SWCNT is a single 

graphitic cylinder which is analogically formed by rolling a single-layer graphene into a hollow 

tubule. Diameter of SWCNTs ranges from 0.8 nm to 3.0 nm [16,17]. MWCNTs comprise of 

many concentric graphitic tubules. The separation between cylinders is around 3.4 Å [1]. 

MWCNT diameters are typically from 5 nm to 20 nm and up to 100 nm [12]. An individual 

graphitic cylinder is characterized by its chirality. The chiral vector Ch determining CNT 

chirality is defined by a pair unit vector (a1, a2) as: 1 2h
C na ma  . 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the construction of a nanotube by rolling-up graphene. 
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The chiral vector connects 2 lattice points O and A on the graphene plane (Figure 1.2).  

Each pair of integers (n,m) determines a unique CNT geometry. The chiral angle θ and the radius 

R of a CNT specified by (n,m) are calculated by the following equations: 1 3
tan

2
m

m n
   
   

 and 

2 2

3
2 2

h
c c

C m mn n
R a

 

 
  , where ac-c is the length of C-C bonding (1.421 Å). CNT structures 

are categorized into 3 types based on the values of (n,m), including armchair (n,n) with   = 30o, 

zigzag (n,0) with   = 0o, and others with the common name chiral (n, m) (Figure 1.3). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.3: Different categories of graphitic structures of CNTs, including (a) armchair, (b) 
zigzag, and (c) chiral [18] (Reprint with permission). 

 

 

The electronic properties of a perfect SWCNT are determined by its geometry [18–20]. 

Figure 1.4 describes the correlation between the chirality and the corresponding electronic 

characteristic of SWCNTs. Basically, the conductivity of an SWCNT is determined by the 

chirality index (n,m) as: (n – m) = 3q [18]. If q is zero or any other integer value, the SWCNT 

will be metallic; otherwise it will be semiconducting. Therefore the armchair CNTs with the 

chirality as (n,n) are always metallic. The zigzag CNTs (n, 0) are metallic if n = 3q and 

semiconducting otherwise. Properties of MWCNTs are ruled by the properties of the contituent 

graphitic nanotubes and the interactions between those nanotubes. However, due to the large 

diameters of the MWCNT shells, MWCNTs are normally stated as metal [21,22]. The 1D-

confinement structure limits the carrier transport in 1 dimension, along the tube axis, which is 
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very favorable to reduce that electron scattering and the energy dissipation. In addition, CNTs 

have long mean free path (1 - 2 µm) and the capability of conducting very large current densities 

[22]. Therefore, metallic CNTs have been a promising candidate as the high-quality interconnect 

materials for future integrated circuit technology. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4: Electronic characteristics of carbon nanotubes on the chirality of SWCNTs [18] 
(Reprinted with permission). 

 

 

1.3 CNT laser processing motivation 

 

CNTs with the unique graphitic tubular structure exhibits the outstanding properties [23–

26]. Therefore CNTs have been considered as the excellent candidates to replace conventional 

bulk materials in varied practical applications. CNT processing methodology has been developed 

to modify the CNT structure to effectively apply for practical purposes. Laser processing is an 

unique method to process CNTs. The irradiation of a laser beam shows many processing 

advantages comparing to other methods such as chemical functionalization, annealing, electron 

beam, and plasma. Firstly, laser is a non-contact treatment method, i.e. photon energy from laser 

beam absorbed by the targeted CNTs induced the structural modification; thus a laser beam can 

be effectively applied for CNT-removal applications such as cutting or drilling with a remarkable 

precision and a great sharpness. Secondly, laser irradiation does not need liquid chemicals to 

induce the structural change of CNTs. This feature is important because it can extremely limited 

the processing contamination, happening due to the residual chemical agents on the product 
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surfaces; therefore further purification processes are avoided, reducing the processing 

complexity. Thirdly, laser irradiation is a facile and adaptable method to process CNTs. Unlike 

an electron beam, a laser beam does not required high vacuum environment to treat the CNTs. 

Additionally, the laser irradiation can be controlled to conveniently treat CNTs in an open 

ambient air environment or the laser beam can be transmitted through a suitable glass to irradiate 

the CNTs in a pressure-controlled environment of a specific gas [27]. Finally, laser irradiation is 

capable of generating a extreme heating condition thermally processing CNTs. The laser-

generated heating process can increase the CNT temperature from a room temperature to an 

extreme temperature (more than 2000°C) within miliseconds, superior to other heating methods. 

In addition, the thermally affected area caused by the laser irradiation is greatly localized, 

resulting the oustanding processing resolution. Thererfore, the structural modification of the 

targeted CNTs can quickly happen with the high resolution and the excellent precision. The 

efficiency of processing time, consumed energy, and processing results of laser irradiation is 

superior to any other methods. 

The feasibility of laser irradiation to process CNTs for practical applications have been 

confirmed. The responses of CNTs under the laser spots have been described in many 

publications [27–41]. However there are two important issues of CNT-laser interaction having 

not been appropriately investigated yet. First of all, the CNT-laser interaction researches so far 

have only experimented with the laser beams irradiating individual CNTs and CNT films at the 

single spots. CNTs are 1D-nanostructured materials with single or multiple concentric graphitic 

nanotubes, resulting in the greatly high aspect ratios and the dominant longitudinal thermal 

conductivity. The thermal behaviors along the CNT axes are expected to result differently from 

the isotropic heat flow of the irradiated bulk materials. The ultimate structural transformation is 

the combined results of the multilayered thermal behaviors, the nanotube curvature, the tubular 

thermal expansion/contraction, the oxidation, and the graphitization of graphitic walls. Secondly, 

the laser control is capable of freely directing the localized thermally affected zone to move as 

desired. This unique processing capability is helpful not only to pattern the CNT films but also, 

more importantly, to lead the heating zone moving along the nanotube axes. As the result, the 

structural transformation of CNTs could be controlled to happen axially along the targeted CNTs 

with the remarkable resolution at the high speed.  
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From that motivation, I conducted a research to address these two issues. A unique 

experimentation was designed: highly-aligned freestanding CNT sheets was used as the starting 

materials and a flexible linearly polarized laser beam was controlled to scan along the CNT 

alignment direction. The analyzed results from these experiments gained the important 

understanding of the longitudinal CNT-laser interaction. I believe that the results of this research 

will make the laser scanning method the key to solve many issues of current CNT processing 

technology, broadening the usage of CNTs in practical applications.  

 

1.4 Research objectives 

 

This research develops a versatile, effective, and scalable laser scanning method to 

modify the tubular structure and to improve the graphitic structure of CNTs. The structural 

modification was investigated in two separate typical environments, i.e. ambient air environment 

and inert environment. The research objectives include: 

 Build up the simulation model and the experimental model to obtain the temperature 

evolution of the targeted CNT networks under laser irradition. 

 Explore the mechanism of CNT structural transformation when laser beam scans along 

the tubular axes.  

 Optimize laser parameters to produce cold cathodes for high-performance lateral FE 

devices.  

 Develop a novel laser process to transform MWCNTs to produce freestanding smooth-

surface GNRs and GNR networks. 

 Develop the laser-based crystallization method to heal the graphitic defects improving the 

crystallinity of CNTs.  

 

1.5 Thesis organization 

 

This dissertation is organized in seven chapters, covering literature review of laser 

processing, analysis of thermal phenomena, and experiment results of the laser deployment in 

three applications. Details of each chapter are presented as the following:  

 Chapter two provides the background of laser technology, including the beam generation 

mechanism, the typical construction of a laser generator, the types of laser, the 
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fundamental of laser-material interaction, and the employment of laser in industrial 

manufacturing and in nanotechnology research, especially in graphitic nanomaterials.  

 Chapter three presents the experimentation design, including the equipment (CW CO2 

laser), the materials (aligned freestanding CNT sheets), and the experiment procedures.  

 Chapter four and chapter five introduce the laser-control oxidation method to produce 

vacuum FE cathode and GNRs, respectively. This method employs laser beam to 

manipulate the oxidation of CNTs at the microscale and nanoscale, precisely removing 

graphitic layers of MWCNTs for specific applications. The produced FE devices in 

chapter four had a ultrathin freestanding structure, unachievable by other production 

methods, resulting in high emission efficiency. The transformed CNTs in chapter five 

were uniquely freestanding GNRs with high quality, addressing the issues of the current 

unzipping methodology. 

 Chapter six focuses on manupulating the laser beam to introduce the recrystallization of 

CNTs. The powerful heating process, the locallized annealing effect and the capability of 

moving heating zone were effectively exploited to reorganize the graphitic structure, 

migrate the graphitic defects, and limit the undesired structural change.  

 Chapter seven concludes the achievements of the CNT laser processing method, 

including the application results and the explored CNT-structure control by laser the 

scanning. Furture research opportunities and potential applications of the laser scanning 

processing are discussed.   
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Laser and its properties  

 

The theoretical foundations of laser was established by Albert Einstein in a paper about 

the absorption, the spontaneous emission, and the stimulated emission of electromagnetic 

radiation in 1917. In 1959, the term LASER was first published by Gordon Gould in the paper 

“The LASER, Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”. In 1960, the first 

functioning laser was introduced by Theodore H. Maiman, using ruby crystal to generate pulsed 

red laser light with the wavelength of 694 nm. Later in 1960, Ali Javan constructed the gas laser 

using Helium and Neon to generate continuous infrared laser light. The following carbon dioxide 

(CO2) laser was developed by Kumar Patel in 1964. This laser is capable of emitting infrared 

light with the wavelength ranging from 9.4 µm to 10.6 µm. Currently, CO2 laser is still one of 

the most useful and of the most powerful continuous lasers.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Light wave of laser comparing to other light sources.  
 

 

Figure 2.1 compares the typical light waves of different light sources, including laser, 

LED, and sun. Both laser light and LED light are monochromatic, meaning these light sources 

radiate lights of single wavelengths or with narrow spectral bands around central wavelengths. 

However, different from LED, the laser-emitted light are spatially and temporally in phase. In 
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addition, laser light is directional, i.e. transmitting the optical energy in a narrow beam with 

small divergence. These exclusive characteristics give rise to the laser ability to generate the 

extremely powerful effects with the spatial and temporal uniformity on the targeted surfaces. 

Nowadays laser can be found in a long list of applications in many areas, including 

communication, business, manufacturing, clinic, and military.  

 

2.2 Laser construction 

 

A basis laser system construction has a energy source (pump source), a laser medium, and 

a pair of optical reflecting mirrors, namely an optical resonator [42]. Figure 2.2(a) shows a 

simple diagram of a laser system. The energy source activates, i.e. pumps, the laser medium, 

energizing the laser system. This pumping process can be executed by electrical discharges, 

flashlamps (Figure 2.2(a)), arc lamps, other laser beams, chemical reactions, and even explosive 

devices. The laser medium may be solid, liquid, or gas and is placed between the resonator 

mirrors to amplify the amplitude of the light wave passing through it (Figure 2.2); the material of 

the laser medium determines the wavelength of the generated laser beam. The optical resonator 

is a pair of mirrors with one of them highly reflective (reflectance ≈ 100%) and the other one 

partially transmitting (reflectance ≥ 95%) [42]; the laser beam will be emitted via the partially 

transmitting mirror.  

The laser beam generation of a laser system is explained in Figure 2.2(b). Initially, atoms 

of the laser medium are excited by the pumping of the energy source (#1 and #2 in Figure 

2.2(b)). These excited atoms return to the ground state and release photons, i.e. light, namely 

spontaneous emission. If one emitted photon interacts with another atom at the excited state, two 

photons will be emitted; this phenomenon is called stimulated emission (#3 in Figure 2.2(b)). 

The number of photons is doubled and the light is amplified; therefore this light amplification 

process is accomplished via the stimulated emission. The emitted photons are oscillated back and 

forth between the pair of resonator mirrors; as the result, the number of photons is greatly 

increased and the light amplitude is tremendously amplified via the continuous stimulated 

emission. When the osciltating light achieves a certain amplitude, the light will not be 

completely reflected at the partially transmitting mirror and the laser beam will be emitted (#4 

and #5 in Figure 2.2(b)). Because the emitted photons have the same energy level, the emitted 

laser beam has an unique wavelength, resulting in the monochromaticity of laser beam. In 
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addition, the oscillation of photons in the optical resonator maintains the parallel movement and 

the spatially and temporally in-phase movement of the photons;  therefore the generated beam is 

coherent and directional. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2: (a) A simple laser construction with a pump source and a laser medium; (b) A 
diagram describing the generation of a laser beam.  
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2.3 Types of lasers 

 

Decades of research have resulted in thousands of kinds of laser developed for a vast 

range of purposes, including manufacturing, communication, business, research, and military. 

Lasers can be categorized based on the variation of laser medium, which can be in gas state (gas 

lasers), liquid state (chemical lasers and dye laser), and solid state (solid-state lasers and 

semiconductor lasers). 

The beam in a gas laser is generated when an electric current (energy source) is 

discharged through a gas (laser medium) [42]. The wavelength of the generated laser is attributed 

to the gas used for the medium. The first gas used for a gas laser was helium-neon (HeNe), 

generating beams with wavelengths of 632.8 nm, 1.15 μm, and 3.39 μm, used for spectroscopy, 

barcode scanning, alignment, optical disk reader, and optical demonstrattion. More gas lasers 

have been developed, including ion lasers (argon, kryton, and xenon), and molecular lasers (N2 

and CO2). In an ion laser, the noble gas medium was ionized by a pair of electrode in a plasma 

tube; the generated ions are then excited from ground state to the excited state. These excited 

ions decay to the ground state and emit light, starting the laser radiation. The ion laser 

wavelengths are in the range from 400 nm to 600 nm, used for light shows, lithography (argon), 

spectroscopy, pumping other lasers, and surgery. CO2 laser is the most efficient molecular gas 

laser to generate a high power at infrared wavelengths (between 9.2 μm and 10.6 μm) [42]; this 

laser is popularly used in industrial applications including cutting, drilling, welding, and so on. 

N2 laser is used to generate UV beam (337.1 nm) for pumping dye lasers and for scientific 

research. Especially mixtures of noble gases such as xenon, krypton, and argon and halogens 

such as fluorine and chlorine under the excitation of an electrical discharge or high-energy 

electron beams can temporarily produce bound molecules such as ArF, KrF, XeCl, and XeF; 

these molecules at the excited bound state transit to the repulsive ground state to initiate the laser 

generation process [42]. Lasers using these gases are named excimer, capable generating 

powerful pulses.  

A solid-state laser has a laser medium as a insulating crystalline material doped with ions 

of a transition metal (neodymium, chromium, erbium, or ytterbium) or a rare earth element. 

Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) is the most common solid-state laser. 

Optical pumping (laser diode and flashlamp) is the best and the most efficient pumping method 

for solid state active media due to their broad optical absorption bands [42]. These lasers are 
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capable of generating a wide wavelength range from UV to NIR, resulting broad applications 

from material processing, microscopy, spectroscopy, laser pumping, remote sensing, surgery, 

weaponry, and other scientific research.  

Semiconducing lasers or laser diodes are a seperated group from solid-state lasers. The 

laser medium of a laser diode is a p-n junction, i.e. basically similar to a light-emitting diode, 

electrically pumped to generate the laser beam. These lasers have broad uses from daily 

applications such as printing machines, headlights for automobiles, light sources in projectors, 

laser pointers, optical discs, data communication to telecommunication, machining, welding, 

medical, laser pumping, and weaponry.  

Liquid laser medium is more homogeneous as compared to the solid medium and have 

larger density of active atoms as compared to the gas medium. The chemicals used in the 

medium detemine the operation and the properties of the generated beam. In a chemical laser, the 

pump source is generated by the chemical reaction of the laser medium, generating wavelengths 

mostly in NIR range. These lasers are capable of generating continuous wave output with power 

reaching to megaWatt levels; therefore chemical lasers are used in industry for cutting and 

drilling and in military for laser weaponry. Differently, a dye laser uses organic dye (usually in 

liquid phase) as the laser medium and uses an optical source such as a laser or a flashlamp to 

pump the laser beam. The beam generated by a dye laser has a wide bandwidth (50 nm to more 

than 100 nm), suitable for tunable lasers. Dye lasers are versatile, thus used in many applications 

including astronomy, manufacturing, medicine, and spectroscopy. 

Fiber laser is a special type of solid-state laser, where the laser medium is an optical fiber 

doped with an rare-earth element, such as erbium (Er3+), ytterbium (Yb3+), neodymium (Nd3+), 

dysprosium (Dy3+), praseodymium (Pr3+), and thulium (Tm3+). Figure 2.3 demonstrates the basic 

structure of a fiber laser. The fiber commonly has a dual-core (or dual-clad) structure, 

comprising of an undoped outer core and an doped inner core (Figure 2.3(a)). The outer core 

collects the pump light and guides it along the fiber. The inner core functions as a laser medium 

stimulating the pump light passing through it to generate and amplify the laser beam. Due to the 

large surface-to-volume ratio of the fiber, the heat generated during the laser generation process 

can be dissipated easily. The laser pump, usually a laser diode, is coupled at the end or on the 

side of the fiber (Figure 2.3(b)). 
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Figure 2.3: Diagrams describing (a) a fiber laser with a dual-core structure and (b) a coupled 
fiber with three end pumps and one side pump. 

 

 

The design of fiber laser is compact and flexible; therefore in industry, a robot can easily 

move the beam focus around for welding, cutting, and grilling. The fiber laser can be single 

mode to provide the coherent high-intensity beam. To achieve a much higher power beam for 

applications not requiring conherent beam such as laser weaponry or material processing, a 

number of fiber lasers are coupled together. For example, the U.S. Navy’s Laser Weapon System 

(LaWS) incoherently combined six fiber lasers, each emitting 5.5 kW, into a single beam capable 

of radiating a 33 kW beam, enough to shoot down an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). 

  

2.4 Laser material interaction 

 

When a material is irradiated by a laser beam, its response is determined by the laser’s 

characteristics. The focused and powerful laser irradiation induces the local changes of chemistry 

and surface morphology of the materials. The ultimate effect is the combination of the optical, 

thermal, and electronic phenomena. When the light hits the targeted surface, a part of its energy 

will be reflected at the interface due to the different refractive indices; the rest energy keeps 

transmitting into materials. The amount of the reflected energy is dependent on the polarization 

and the incident angle θi of the light and the refraction indices of the material and the medium. A 
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part of the transmitting energy is absorbed by molecules or atoms via the electron excitation and 

the electron-phonon coupling processes.  

In quantum mechanics, a laser beam is considered as a sequence of photons with 

quantized energy determined by the laser wavelength. When a photon interacts with an atom, the 

photon energy is transferred to that atom, leading to the exponential decay of the incident beam 

intensity (Beer-Lambert law). This intensity decay determines the optical absorption depth or the 

penetration depth, i.e. the intensity is dropped 1/e. An appropriate choice of the wavelength for a 

specific material can minimized the affected depth of the laser beam on the targets [43].  

The transferred photon energy can result in the resonant excitation of electrons from a 

low energy level to higher energy levels within a band (intersubband transitions) or from valence 

band to conduction band (interband transitions). The interband transitions only happen when the 

absorbed photon energy is higher than the bandgap in insulators or in semiconductors. 

Otherwise, the transmitted energy is conserved and the material is transparent to the laser beam. 

When the electrons return to the lower energy levels, i.e. more stable states, the difference 

energy is released as the photoluminescence whose wavelength is dependent on the released 

energy and determined as = ℎ�
, where h is Plank’s constant (6.626 × 10-34 m2kg/s), c is speed 

of light in vacuum (2.998 × 108 m/s), λ is wavelength of light, and E is emission energy of 

photon (J) [44]. 

In addition to the optical phenomenon, laser can induce the thermal effects at the target. 

At the normal state, atoms exist at equilibrium positions in the crystalline structure. When the 

atoms are excited by photon energy, they will vibrate around the original positions, namely 

phonons [44]. Considering a crystalline structure, the atoms are arranged in the ordered and 

repetitive patterns, expanding spatially in 2D or 3D. Due to that lattice structure, the vibration of 

an atom causes the neighbor atoms to vibrate as well. Consequently, the absorbed energy from 

the incident photons is transferred into the oscillation of particles, i.e. photon energy is 

transformed into the lattice phonon increasing the local temperature. The photon-to-phonon 

energy transformation is called the thermalization process induced by the laser irradiation; the 

time for the photon-excited particles to transfer energy to lattice phonon is called thermalization 

time [45]. For metals, the thermalization time is on the order of 10-12 s to 10-10 s [45]. For non-

metals, the time is significantly varied according to the absorption mechanisms and can be as 

long as 10-6 s; polymers and dielectric materials have longer thermalization time [45]. 
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Thermalization time is the critical factor affecting the irradiation results of the lasers. By 

manipulating the irradiation period in respect to the thermalization time, the responses of the 

targeted surfaces are remarkably varied. This period is determined by the temporal profiles of 

lasers, categorized as CW lasers and pulsed lasers with the pulse width, i.e. irradiation period, 

ranging from nanoseconds (ns) to picosecond (ps) and femtoseconds (fs).  

CW lasers and long-pulsed lasers (µs) have the irradiation period longer than the 

thermalization time, leading to the absorbed photon energy virtually transformed into phonon 

energy; therefore the thermal phenomena dominate the laser-material interaction [44]. The 

targeted surface is quickly heated to a high temperature controllable by the laser intensity 

[46,47]. This irradiation phenomenon is named pyrolytic (or photothermal) and the irradiation 

process is purely treated as a heating process. The heat induced at the irradiated area is 

transferred into the neighboring area and the surrounding environment via the radiation (the 

electromagnetic wave generated by the motion or vibration of free charged carriers), the 

conduction (the movement of phonon), and the convection (the heat exchanged with outside 

molecules mostly in fluidic or gaseous phase). After the irradiation, the thermal energy keeps 

propagating to the neighbor areas, leading to the rising temperature beyond the irradiated area. 

TAZ is determined as the combination of the directly irradiated area and the thermally affected 

neighborhood [46–48]. TAZ area is adjusted by choosing wavelength, temporal profiles, and 

energy density of the laser beam, transforming and improving the material properties 

accordingly. The laser-generated high temperature enhanced the rearrangement processes of 

atoms and molecules such as impurity doping, crystallization, recrystallization, and sintering of 

porous materials [49,50]. The atoms with high kinetic energy become more reactive; thus 

chemical reaction rates get far beyond those at room temperature [51,52].  

The irradiation period of ns-, ps-, and fs-pulsed lasers is shorter than the thermalization 

time; thus the electronic transition phenomena become dominant over the photon-to-phonon 

transition process [44]. The continuous accumulation of pulsed energy builds up a strong 

excitation in the intermediary states, directly breaking chemical bonding of atoms and molecules 

with a greatly limited thermal effect. This excitation-dominant response is named photolytic (or 

photochemical) process. During purely photochemical processing, the system temperatures are 

relatively unchanged; thus the pulsed laser processing is considered as the non-thermal 

irradiation process. TAZ of the pulsed laser processing is extremely localized within the 
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irradiated areas. This extreme and powerful processing capability of the pulsed lasers is 

advantageous for ultrahigh resolution cutting and drilling applications [53]. Especially, the 

ultrafast thermalization (on the order of 10-12 s to10-10 s for metals) generates the large 

temperature gradient, creating the thermal stresses and the powerful thermoelastic excitation of 

acoustic wave [54]. These mechanical effects play major roles in the mechanical structuring 

process such as hardening, warping, or cracking.  

 

2.5 Laser applications in industrial manufacturing  

 

Laser is one of the most effective methodologies for processing materials. Nowadays, 

laser method can be found in various industry areas , such as automobile, aerospace, electronics, 

and semiconductor [55]. The capability of precise ablation makes the laser a dominant method 

for cutting, welding, drilling, and patterning [53]. The precise and extreme laser-material 

interaction has been broadly applied in the microscale and nanoscale manufacturing systems. 

The ablation of pulsed lasers is utilized for micromachining and patterning [56]. Micromachining 

optical devices is also an important application of the pulsed lasers. 3D microcomponents 

embedded in transparent materials are the unique structures that can be realized only by fs pulsed 

lasers [57]. The internal interaction can change the structures as well as the optical properties of 

materials in the irradiated zone. By controlling the irradiance, the refractive index can be 

modified. This technique can be utilized to fabricate the optical waveguides and the fiber Bragg 

gratings. These optical channels are created with the microscale resolution and the definitive 

refractive indices. Laser sintering is also an important application of laser in 3D printer. The 

intense local heating of laser is employed to fuse small particles of plastic, metal, ceramic, or 

glass powders into a mass that has a desired three-dimensional (3D) shape. Stereolithography is 

also another technology for 3D printing applications [55]. This method employs a vat of liquid 

curable photopolymer "resin" and a laser beam with the suitable wavelength to build layers of 

object one at a time. Exposure to the ultraviolet laser light cures and solidifies the pattern traced 

on the resin and joins it to the layer below. 

 

2.6 Applications of laser in nanotechnology research 

 

Since the discovery of the laser in the 1960s, the ability of pulsed laser to ablate materials 

from a solid target to grow thin film has been explored. However it was not until the late 1980s 
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this method became popular with the successful production of epitaxial high-temperature 

superconducting oxide thin films. So far, the pulsed laser ablation method is the cheapest, the 

simplest, and the most versatile methods to grow thin films from a wide range of materials, 

including insulators, semiconductors, metals, polymers, and “soft” biological materials [58]. 

Depending on the irradiation medium, the ablated materials (plums) will be collected for specific 

applications. The use of pulsed laser ablation in vacuum or in background gas environment 

generates nanoparticles or nanoclusters, i.e. nucleation of the ablated plums, with the 

composition similar to the target solid. These emitted nanomaterials can be accumulated on 

certain substrates to form thin films.  

Laser ablation in the liquid avoids issues happening during the laser ablation process in 

vacuum or in gas environment. The agglomeration could be prevented, preserving the unique 

properties of the nanoparticles. The solid nanopowders during the production, the handling, and 

the transporting processes always induce an inhalation risk because they can be carried easily by 

air. Liquid can effectively constrain these powders in the solution, preventing the inhalation 

issue. The laser ablation in liquid is also a facile and effective technique to produce the colloidal 

solutions. Different from the conventional wet-chemical technique, the laser technique provides 

an effective alternative to produce the materials in a clean environment. A wide range of 

colloidal solutions have been synthesized by the laser ablation in liquid, ranging from metal 

nanoparticles (including Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Ni, Co) to semiconducting nanoparticles (including Si, 

CdS, ZnSe, InP). The interaction between the ablated plume and the specific solvent can 

generate unique nanostructured compositions, such as FeO, ZnO, TiO2, C3N4, BN, AuCl3. 

In addition, the nanoparticles generated by the laser ablation method has the positive 

surface charge ([59]). These nanoparticles are possibly bonded to the molecules with a electron 

donating function, becoming soluble to the surrounding liquid. This brings about the ability of 

the nanoparticles to generate conjugates with biomolecules for biomedical applications, such as 

bio-imaging ([60]) or drug targeting ([61]). The nanoparticles produced by laser ablation can be 

embedded uniformly into supporting materials to form nanocomposites, exhibiting the unique 

properties of those particles. For example, nanocomposite between silver nanoparticles and 

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) can be formed by laser ablation method, without using any 

additives. The nanocomposite had the nanoparticles well-dispersed and uniformly-distributed 
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within the polymer. The uniform polymer shell covering the nanoparticles improves the 

stabilization of the nanocomposite.  

 

2.7 Applications of laser for synthesizing and processing graphitic nanomaterials 

 

Laser irradiation with the advantages of solid-state processing has attracted more research 

to become a promising technique to synthesize and engineer carbon-based nanomaterials. The 

targeted nanocarbon materials range from graphite, graphene, CNTs, DLC, and amorphous 

carbon. Laser irradiattion is effective and efficient to produce graphene and CNTs due to the 

non-contact processing capability, the powerful and controllable treatment conditions, and the 

convenient production setup.  

 

2.7.1 Laser ablation to produce graphitic nanomaterials and nanocarbon thin films 

 

Laser projection on the target surface causes various effects, including heating, melting, 

ablation, and photochemical reactions. Smalley group was the first to develop the laser ablation 

method to produce SWCNTs [5]. The process was illustrated in Figure 2.4. The transition-

metal/graphite composite rods was flashed by a pulsed laser. The soot produced from the laser 

vaporization was directed by argon flow and condensed on a copper collector. This process 

produced a high yield of CNTs with less amount of amorphous phase comparing to the previous 

arc-discharge at that time.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Laser-vaporization process to produce SWCNTs [5] (Reprinted with permission). 
 

 

Laser ablation was also used to produce graphene (Figure 2.5) [62–64]. Instead of using 

the metal in the graphite target to stimulate the catalytic growth of CNTs, HOPG was used as the 
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laser target. Pulsed laser was employed to achieve the highly intensive laser beam. The powerful 

thermal effect caused by the laser projection broke the bonding between graphene planes, 

exfoliating the graphene layers from the graphite surface.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: (a) Apparatus for producing graphene by laser ablation method; (b) Illustration of 
the formation of few-layer graphene through laser exfoliation of HOPG [63] (Reprinted with 

permission). 
 

 

The ablated plum from the interaction between the intense laser beam and the carbon-

based target was also used to produce DLC films [65,66]. Figure 2.6(a) shows EELS spectra of 

the DLC produced by the pulsed laser irradiation of two energy density levels [65]. The spectra 

of a CVD-synthesized diamond film and a graphite were used as the spectral reference for sp2 

and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, characterized by the π* peak at 285.5 eV and the σ* at beyond 

290 eV, respectively [65]. According to Figure 2.6(a), the spectra of the deposited film exhibited 

a mixture of sp2 and sp3 bonds. Figure 2.6(b) provides a SEM image, describing the surface 

morphology of the deposited DLC films [66]. These films have been characterized with the high 

values of density, hardness, electrical resistivity, chemical inertness, and infrared transparency 

[67]. DLC films have been widely used as the protective coatings for many practical devices to 

reduce abrasive wear and chemical corrosion.  
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Figure 2.6: (a) K-shell edge EELS of DLC deposited by laser ablation, CVD diamond, and 
graphite [65]; (b) Sideview SEM image of a 18-µm thick DLC film with the typical 

cauliflowerlike surface [66] (Reprinted with permission).  
 

 

2.7.2 Laser-assisted chemical vapor deposition 

 

The photo-excited decomposition induced by laser leads to the formation of novel 

nanostructured materials [8]. Photothermal and photochemical phenomena can be involved in 

both breaking the chemical bonding and selectively inducing chemical reactions. These 

processes are controlled by choosing the lasers with the appropriate temporal profile and the 

appropriate wavelength for specific purposes. The flexible manipulation of laser beams is an 

important advantage to direct the formation of the nanostructures as the desired patterns, i.e. 

mask-free direct laser writing. LCVD is also a facile method to direct the growth of graphitic 

nanostructures by utilizing a laser beam to irradiate a substrate in the gaseous controlled 

environment [8,68,69]. The “laser-writing” process was introduced to synthesize a SWCNT 

bridging a pair of electrodes [8]. The thermal effect of the continuous CO2 laser beam 

decomposed acetylene (C2H2) to amorphous carbon. Anhydrous ammonia (NH3) was used as a 

buffer gas to dilute acetylene, prevent explosion, suppress the growth of amorphous carbon, 

provide a reductive environment to prevent oxidation reactions, and protect catalyst particles 

from being poisoned by the amorphous carbon. Ruthenium (Ru) films at 500oC was used as the 

electrodes and the catalyst layers for the CNT growth. Similarly, GNRs were also produced by 

LCVD method [8]. Photothermal effect of a continuous laser beam was also the key factor for 

the precursor decomposition. In this case, the gaseous precursor for the synthesis process used 

methane (CH4) and H2 gas mixture. GNRs were “written” on Ni foil by laser irradiation. 
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2.7.3 Laser-annealed graphitization effect 

 

As discussed in section 1.3, laser irradiation has shown a great potential to refine and 

purify CNTs. Lasers with a wide range of wavelengths from UV to NIR have been used to 

irradiate CNTs at both CW mode and pulsed mode [27–37,70]. The experiments were performed 

in the ambient air environment. Raman spectroscopy was mainly used to analyze the structural 

improvement of CNTs. The ratio between D-band and G-band (ID/IG) was the indicator of the 

defect level of graphitic structure. The combination of the laser energy density and the irradiation 

time controlled the decrease of ID/IG. CNTs treated by CW lasers showed the better structural 

improvement than those treated by pulsed lasers. This attributed to the dominant heating effect 

(pyrolytic effect) of CW lasers, comparing to the dominant excitation effect (photolytic) of 

pulsed lasers (as described in section 2.4) [28]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: Graphitization of amorphous carbon under laser annealing effect: (a-b) TEM 
images of the original amorphous carbon and the resultant graphitic structure after laser 
irradiation, repectively, (c) Raman spectra showing structural transformation when laser 

energy density varied [38] (Reprinted with permission). 
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In addition, the laser ability to quickly anneal the target at an extremely high temperature 

was utilized to graphitize amorphous phase of carbon atoms [38]. Figure 2.7(a-b) demonstrate 

the laser-induced transformation of an amorphous carbon film to graphite. Figure 2.7(c) shows 

Raman spectra describing the graphitization process when the laser energy density was 

increased. The crystallinity of the structure was dependent on the applied irradiation energy. The 

graphitization process will be discussed more detailed in the following chapters. 

 

2.7.4 Laser patterning 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8: (a-b) SEM images of buckypaper with laser treatment at a wavelength of 532 nm at 
x430 magnification and ×13,000 magnification, respectively; (c) FE luminance image of 

buckypaper patterned the characters “HPMI” by laser beam [72] (Reprinted with permission).  
 

 

Laser is suitable to produce microscale and nanoscale patterns for small devices due to 

the high-resolution processing capability [27]. The laser-generated high temperature ablated the 

targeted CNTs, pruning the forests. The feature quality was optimized by the laser power, the 

laser exposure time, and the experiment environment. Beside the evaporation of carbon atoms at 

high temperature, CNTs from microstructures can be removed by the oxidation caused by the 

laser heating. Buckypapers can be laser-patterned as the arrays of holes to produce cold cathodes 

for field emission (FE) devices (Figure 2.8 (a)). The individual holes contained the extruding 

CNTs functioning as the emitters in the electron emission process. The material removal was 
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caused by the thermal oxidation between the targeted CNTs and the oxygen molecules in the air. 

The hole pattern exhibited the high definition and the uniform geometry (Figure 2.8 (a-b)). The 

luminance image of the buckypaper FE devices was displayed in Figure 2.8(c). The cathodes in 

this case was patterned by a laser beam with the character array “HPMI”. 

 

2.7.5 Laser-unzipping CNTs 

 

Laser with the benefit of high-resolution processing has the capability to open nanotubes 

producing GNRs. Kumar et al. demonstrated the feasibility of using laser to unzip CNTs (Figure 

2.10) [73]. In this paper, laser was controlled to shoot CNTs deposited on a substrate. The 

process was performed in the ambient air environment. The laser process was capable of 

unzipping MWCNTs (Figure 2.10(a)) to produce single-layer GNRs (Figure 2.10(b)). There is a 

great potential to further develop this laser unzipping method to produce GNRs in large scale. 

The developed process is discussed in details in chapter 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9: SEM images of (a) an as-synthesized CNT and (b) unzipped CNTs (GNRs) [73] 
(Reprinted with permission). 

 

 

2.7.6 Laser-induced material transfer 

 

Laser transfer is a non-ablation method to produce patterned CNT films. Figure 2.10 

describes the process of transferring a portion of thin film to another substrate. Initially, the 

transfer material is deposited onto a substrate. The substrate should be transparent to the laser 

beam. The laser beam irradiates on the backside of the substrate to interact with the material-
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substrate interface. As the result, the laser heating process vaporizes the interface material and 

the vaporized material pushes the rest of the films to deposit on the acceptor substrate.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10: Laser-induced material transfering process. 
 

 

This method was applied to produce the CNT-based patterned cathode for FE devices 

(Figure 2.11). Polymer was used as the substrate for CNT film deposition due to the low melting 

point and the transparency to the laser wavelength. CNT film was firstly patterned by irradiating 

a laser beam along a mask to remove the unwanted parts (Figure 2.11(a-b)). After that, laser 

irradiation was applied again to free the patterned film from the substrate (Figure 2.11(c-d)).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11: Patterned CNT cathodes for FE devices by laser transferring method [74] 
(Reprinted with permission).  
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2.8 Summary 

 

Laser have been broadly applied in a vast range of applications, from optical applications 

(laser printer, laser pointer, projector, headlight in automobiles, etc.), optical visual 

demonstration, data communication, telecommunication, medical, manufacturing to weaponry 

and other scientific research purposes. Especially the powerful interaction between laser beams 

and materials make laser a superior method to process materials such as welding, cutting, and 

grilling; the efficiency and the processing results are unachievable by any other processing 

methods. Laser irradiation is also an outstanding method to treat and produce nanomaterials. 

Particularly the capability of laser to synthesize and tailor structure of graphitic nanomaterials 

such as CNTs and graphene has been scientifically confirmed. Interaction between laser and 

CNTs will be discussed in more details in the next chapter. The development of laser technology 

makes laser method more available to treat nanomaterials at large scale.  
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CHAPTER 3  

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

 

3.1 Modulated continuous infrared CO2 laser  

 

A CW CO2 laser machine (VLS2.30, Universal Laser Systems Inc.) was used for laser 

experiments. The laser beam had an infrared wavelength of 10.6 µm, capable of generating 

maximum power of 10 W. The laser beam was controlled to linearly scan the targeted surfaces 

following computer-designed patterns; the scanning speed was controllable with the speed up to 

10 inches per second. The beam generation was modulated to automatically generate sequences 

of pulses with the pulse width τL as described in Figure 3.1(b), namely mCW laser. This 

irradiation profile was different from the profile of normal CW lasers continuously irradiating 

laser signals for a total irradiation time τ (Figure 3.1(a)). From the OFF state, laser power was 

increased to the control value; this rising process is characterized by the rise time tR of 120 ± 40 

µs. Laser beam maintains its output power at the ON state for tON time. The pulse width τL 

defines the time when the irradiation power is more than 50% of the control value. When the 

laser signal is triggered to shut off, it takes a fall time tF of 120 ± 40 µs to shut the beam.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Energy irradiaiton diagram of (a) CW laser and (b) mCW laser. 
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state. The laser waits at OFF state for a tdelay of 38 ± 10 µs for the next ON trigger signal. tR, tF, 

and tdelay are uncontrollable and defined by the laser specification; tON can be adjusted by the laser 

parameters. By switching the output laser power alternately between ON and OFF states, the 

output will approximate a power at the desired level. 

The laser machine is manipulated by three parameters including power (P), speed (S), and 

point-per-inch (PPI). P defines the output laser power; thus P directly affects the total irradiation 

energy. The laser was capable of generating maximum output power of 10 W. S controls the 

scanning speed of the laser beam, inversely proportional to the laser irradiation effect: when the 

laser beam scans faster, the interaction time between the laser beam and the materials was 

shorter, reducing the laser effect and vice versa. The laser beam can scan at the highest speed of 

10 inch-per-second. PPI controls the spatial density of laser pulses along the scanning path. 

Figure 3.2(a) shows a SEM image of a freestanding CNT films irradiated by the mCW laser with 

PPI = 200. Each circle was resulted from the interaction between one laser pulse and the film. 

When PPI gets higher, more pulses are generated in the same scanning length, decreasing the 

distance between two consecutive pulses. Figure 3.2(b) displays the straight and sharp edges of  

a freestanding CNT film cut by the laser scanning with PPI = 670. Therefore, a higher PPI value 

improves the uniformness of the scanned lines. The maximum PPI of the laser was 1000. In my 

experiments, PPI was constantly set at 670 to maintain the overlap between two consecutive 

pulses at more than 50%.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: SEM image shows a irradiation pattern of laser beam with (a) PPI = 200 and  
(b) PPI = 670 on a freestanding CNT film. 
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The laser effect can also be manipulated by adjusting the relative position between the 

targets and the beam focal plane. When the laser beam is focused on the targeted surface, the 

irradiated area is minimized, maximizing the irradiation energy density leading to the strongest 

laser effect on the target. Elevating the target from the focal plane will expand the irradiated area, 

reducing the energy density and thus alleviating the treatment effect. 

It is important to control the period τP long enough so that the laser signal has enough 

time to appropriately reach the control power; this issue is addressed by correlating P, S, and PPI 

with the ON time tON as the following mathematic derivation:  
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between the laser scannning speed and the maximum PPI for the 
output power achieving the control level. 
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Figure 3.3 illustrates the relationship between the scanning speed and the maximal PPI 

following the above relationship, so that the laser beam can appropriately generate the output 

power as the desired level. The area below the curve indicates the effective range of PPI at the 

corresponding speed. In my experiments, PPI was controlled at 670; according to Figure 3.3, the 

effective control speed should be less than 2 inch-per-second, i.e. less than 20%, so that the 

actual laser output power was at the control value P.  

 

3.2 Aligned freestanding CNT sheets 

 

3.2.1 Laterally drawn CNT sheets 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: (a) Illustration of the lateral drawing method to produce a freestanding aligned 
CNT sheet; (b) Optical image of a CNT sheet strained on a metal frame showing the 

transparent structure; (c-d) SEM images showing top-view and side-view of the produced 
CNT sheet, respectively. 
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The aligned freestanding CNT sheets were used as the starting material for laser 

irradiation experiments. These CNT sheets were readily produced by lateral drawing method, 

introduced by Zhang et al [75]. A CNT forest was grown on a silicon wafer by CVD method. 

CNT sheets were laterally drawn from one edge of the forest (Figure 3.4(a)). CNTs were 

interconnected to each other by the van der Waals force [75], forming the self-supporting 

networks. These freestanding sheets were strong enough to support millimeter-sized liquid 

droplets that were 50,000 times more massive than the supporting sheet region in contact with 

the droplet [75]. Figure 3.4(b) demonstrates the transparency of the freestanding sheets. SEM 

(7401F, JOEL Inc.) was used to analyze the microscopic structure of the sheets. For the usage in 

experiments, CNT sheets were strained on metal frames (Figure 3.4(b)). Figure 3.4(b-c) show 

SEM images describing the surface and the side-view of a produced CNT sheet, respectively. 

The sheets were notable for the directional CNT alignment and the high porosity with the areal 

density of ~2.7 µg/cm2 and the volumetric density of 1.5 µm/cm2 [75]. Average thickness of the 

porous sheets was approximately 33 µm (Figure 3.4(c)). The geometry of the freestanding sheet, 

including the density, the thickness, and the oriention, was regulating via the densification 

process explained in details in Chapter 4. 

ImageJ software was used to calculate the size distribution of CNT bundles in the sheet. 

Figure 3.5(a) shows a high-magnification SEM image describing details about the CNT 

distribution in a freestanding aligned sheet. Individual CNTs and small CNT bundles were 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5: (a) High magnification SEM image of single-layer CNT sheet; (b) size 
distribution of CNTs and CNT bundles in (a). 
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aligned along the drawing direction. Moreover, there were other CNTs swinging between the 

aligned bundles as well as traversing inside the 33-μm thick sheet to form a porous CNT network 

(as observed in Figure 3.5(a)). 

 

3.2.2 CNT film densification process 

 

Densification process was conducted to increase the interconnection between CNTs in the 

CNT sheet, enhancing the robustness, the electrical properties, and the thermal properties. The 

detailed process is described in Figure 3.6. The laterally drawn CNT sheets were stacked onto 

each other, with an alternating angular shift between the layers, on a frame. For example, Figure 

3.6(a) describe stacking three layers of CNT sheets with the angular shift of 10° on a square 

frame. Similarly, two layers of CNT sheets are stacked perpendicularly in Figure 3.6(c). The 

stacked sheets were then dipped completely in liquid IPA and taken out immediately to avoid the 

disintegration of CNTs into the solvent. IPA was easily evaporated at the room temperature; the 

evaporation process caused the liquid surface tension to pull the CNTs towards each other. The 

angular shifting was beneficial to prevent the network from the complete shrinkage, caused by 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Diagram demonstrating densification process for (a) 3-layered 10°-aligned CNT 
film and (c) 2 layered 90°-aligned CNT film. SEM images in (b) and (d) describes the 

alignment of the densified films in (a) and (c), respectively.  
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the CNT bundling. The number of sheet layers should be at least three for the 10°-shifting and 

two for the 90°-shifting to effectively preserve the alignment and the distribution of CNTs. The 

residual IPA was further removed by heating the densified films in a vacuum oven for two hours.  

Figure 3.6(b) and (d) show SEM images of the 3-layered 10°-aligned film and the 2 

layered 90°-aligned film after the densification process. The CNT films became more compact, 

namely densified, with the structural porosity remarkably decreased. The network thickness was 

significantly reduced from ~90 μm of the 3-layered porous sheet to less than 200 nm of the 3-

layered densified film. As the result, the interconnection between CNTs was enhanced by the 

increased interface areas, leading to the improvement of the robustness, the electrical 

conductivity, and the thermal conductivity.  

 

3.3 Thermal interaction between laser beam and CNT sheets 

 

3.3.1 Thermal properties of laterally drawn CNT sheets  

 

Aliev et al. conducted a study on the thermal conduction of the aligned freestanding CNT 

sheets [76,77]. Thermal transport was described as the heat flow from one CNT to other CNTs 

and the heat flow between the graphitic walls of individual MWCNTs [77]. Heat was preferential 

to flow on the outer walls of CNTs and along the axes due to the high axial thermal conductivity 

of CNTs comparing to the radial thermal conductivity. The CNT large surface area causes the 

remarkable heat dissipation to environment via the thermal convection and the thermal radiation. 

Experiment data showed that when the sheet length was more than 2 mm, the thermal convection 

and the thermal radiation dominated the heat transport [77]; consequently the longer sheet caused 

the greater surface heat loss and only little heat was transferred between the sheet ends. On the 

contrary, when the sheet was less than 2 mm long, the heat loss from CNT surface was negligible 

comparing to the conducted heat, resulting in the distance-independent thermal conductivity of 

50 W/mK. Experiments showed that CNTs were an outstanding thermal conductive material 

with the intrinsic thermal conductivity of more than 3,000 W/mK [24,78]. The large conductivity 

difference between CNT sheets and individual CNTs was caused by the quenching effect when 

the heat flows from one CNT to another CNT.  Due to the nanoscale curvature of nanotubes, the 

heat flow was immensely scattered at the interconnection areas between CNTs, namely 

quenching effect. This effect considerably increased the thermal resistance at the interconnecting 

interfaces between CNTs, creating the local heat-accumulated zones along the thermal 
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conduction path. Consequently, the thermal conductivity of the CNT sheets was lower than the 

intrinsic thermal conductivity of individual CNTs. 

CNT bundle size also affected the heat loss via shielding effect. When the number of 

CNTs in the bundle was increased, CNTs on the bundle surface shielded the internal CNTs from 

the heat exchange with surrounding gas molecules and the blackbody radiation, reducing heat 

loss and improving thermal conductivity. On the other hand, big bundles of randomly interwoven 

CNTs made quenching effect more severe, reducing heat transport along the bundle direction. It 

was estimated that to limit the quenching effect, the interconnecting CNTs in bundles should 

touch each other over less than 2-3% of their total length [77].  

 

3.3.2 Laser heating of freestanding aligned CNT sheets 

 

When the CNTs were struck by photons from the incident laser beam, the carbon atoms 

became more mobile, vibrating much stronger. The lattice structure conducted the vibration to 

neighboring atoms; consequently the irradiated area was heated. The energy absorption and the 

vibration of the interacting atoms depended on the wavelength and the phase of the incident light 

wave. A laser beam is monochromatic and coherent; therefore the thermal response from CNTs 

was much stronger due to the uniform energy absorption and the resonant interaction between 

the incident light wave and the vibrating carbon atoms. In addition, the low thermal capacity of 

MWCNT sheets (716 J/kgK) also contributed to the strong laser heating process [77,79–81]. The 

laser energy was concentrated in a small beam, intensifying the heating effect. The instantaneous 

intense incandescence emitted from the irradiated area (Figure 3.7) was observed during the laser 

scanning process strongly confirming the powerful thermal effect generated by the laser beam 

[27,82]. 

Under the laser irradiation, the individual CNTs and the bundled CNTs on the sheet 

surface was immediately irradiated by the projecting beam, partly absorbing the incident laser 

energy. The translucent porous structure, as described in Figure 3.4(b-c), allowed a certain 

portion of the incident beam to pass inside the sheet, interacting and partly absorbed by the 

internal CNTs. Due to the different refractive indices between the graphitic walls and the 

environment, the beam was reflected or scattered randomly inside the sheet. As the result, the 

laser treatment can thermally treat all CNTs in the sheets. The heat beneath the irradiated surface 
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was constituted by the heat generated by the traversing laser beam and the heat transferred from 

the top CNTs via the conduction. The remaining laser beam was transmitted through the sheet. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7: Optical image displaying the incandescence generated by the laser-CNT 
interaction. 

 

 

In addition, the heat from the laser-irradiated CNTs was dissipated to the surrounding 

environment via the heat exchange with gas molecules, namely thermal convection, and the 

blackbody radiation [27,77,83]; these heat dissipation phenomena happened on the surface and 

inside the sheets. These thermal phenomena originated the cooling process of the irradiated 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8: TGA spectrum for CNT in air environment. 
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CNTs and depended on the size of CNT bundles. The statistical result in Figure 3.5(b) illustrates 

the bundle size range from 10 nm, equal to the diameter of individual CNTs, to 45 nm, 

corresponding to bundles of 5 CNTs. These small CNT bundles resulted in the limited thermal 

quenching effect between CNTs along the thermal conduction direction, leading to a better 

thermal conduction. In addition, the small bundles also resulted in the strong heat loss to 

environment via the thermal convection and the thermal radiation [77]; therefore the excellent 

thermal dissipation constituted the extremely high cooling rate of the CNT sheets. 

The laser power and the irradiation time, controlled by the scanning speed of the moving 

laser, determined the maximum tempeture of the irradiated CNTs. When the laser power was 

increased and the irradiation time was increased, more irradiation energy was delivered to the 

samples, further increasing the temperature of CNTs. The axial thermal conductivity of CNTs 

were much higher than the radial thermal conductivity; thus the thermal conduction happened 

mostly along the CNT sheet alignment. As discussed in section 3.3.1, the thermal transport was 

described as the heat flow between the graphitic walls of individual MWCNTs and the heat flow 

from one CNT to other CNTs. Therefore, when the laser beam was controlled following the 

sheet alignment direction, the generated TAZ moved along individual CNT axes, transferring to 

next ones and gradually treating the whole CNT sheet from one side to the other side. 

TGA (Q50 TA Instruments) was used to study the thermal stability of CNTs at high 

temperatures. Air was used for the analysis with a flow of 60 mL/min. The temperature was 

increased at the rate of 10oC/min. The results showed that CNTs started to oxidize at around 

500oC and reached the highest oxidation rate at 686oC (Figure 3.8). Therefore, under the 

irradiation of a laser beam in the ambient air environment, CNTs will be oxidized. The oxidation 

process of the graphitic layers of CNTs will be discussed in details in chapter 4 and chapter 5. 

The laser irradiation in an inert environment does not generate the oxidation process; instead 

when the temperature of the laser annealed CNT reaches 1500°C, the carbon atoms start to 

reorganize, improving the crystallinity of CNTs, i.e. graphitization [40,84]. The reorganization of 

crystall structure can completely transforms the tubular structure of CNTs, including coalescence 

of nanotubes, fragmentation of graphitic walls, or evaporation of carbon atoms [85,86]. Details 

of laser annealing effect will be discussed more in chapter 6.  
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3.3.3 Temperature profiles of laser-irradiated CNT sheets by IR camera 

 

An IR camera (FLIR E40) was employed to evaluate the temperature profile on the CNT 

sheet during the laser scanning process. The temperature measurement range of the camera was 

0°C to 650°C with a pixel resolution of 160x120 (19,200 pixels). For the imaging purpose and 

the temperature analysis, the CNT sheet was positioned in air. In addition, the sheet position was 

adjusted lower than the beam focal plane to expand the irradiated area, reducing the beam energy 

density and thus alleviating the heating temperature. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9(a) shows an infrared image captured by a FLIR camera. The laser beam 

scanned along the sheet alignment (X axis) with 3 W power at 1.27 cm/s speed; the scanning 

direction is indicated by the arrow. The central bright area in the IR image indicated the 

 
 

Figure 3.9: (a) IR image of the CNT sheet irradiated by a moving laser beam; (b) Temperature 
distribution on the surface of the CNT sheet along the laser irradiation path; (c) Fitted curves 

from (b) showing two blended areas: heating area and scanning-induced area. The arrows in (a-
b) indicates the laser moving direction. 
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irradiated target. Figure 3.9(b) displays the temperature distribution along the laser scanning path 

on the sheet surface. The maximum temperature was 285°C with the total length of the heated 

area along the laser movement ~10 mm. The sharp temperature distribution attributed to the 

strong heating effect and the strong heat dissipation between the CNTs and gas [83]. In the 

irradiation experiments, CNTs were heated at much higher temperatures, observable by the 

strong generated incandescence (Figure 3.7). 

It is noticeable that the temperature generated by the moving laser irradiation on a CNT 

sheet had a “tailed” distribution including two blended areas: a laser-heated area and a scanning-

induced area (Figure 3.9(b-c)). The laser-heated area correspond to the TAZ of laser heating 

process, including the irradiated area and the thermal conduction area. The scanning-induced 

area with a FWHH of 5.51 mm was the result of moving laser beam, originating the “tail” of 

temperature distribution. The distance between the laser-heated area and the scanning-induced 

area constituted the “tail” length and was proportional to the moving speed of the laser beam: the 

faster scanning speed resulted in the longer tail [47]. This “tail” was also an important indicator 

of the cooling ability of materials, i.e. a shorter tail revealed a fast cooling ability under the same 

laser irradiation conditions; this cooling effect was dependent on the thermal conductivity as well 

as the material surface area. Due to the high surface area of CNT sheets [77,79,87,88], the heated 

CNTs cooled down very fast, resulting in the short “tail” in respect to the heating area. The fast 

heating and the fast cooling are the valuable advantage of the laser heating method over other 

heating methods to thermally treat CNTs.  

IR videos were recorded to further analyze the temperature evolution of the irradiated 

areas. Figure 3.10(a) shows the IR images captured from the IR videos recording the CNT sheets 

under the laser irradition of different laser conditions. The brightness and the contrast variations 

of the irradiated spots in the IR images confirmed the increase of the laser-generated 

temperatures when the laser power (P) was increased and the scanning speed (S) was decreased. 

These IR images were analyzed by Matlab program (detailed in Apprendix C) to extract the 

temperature information at individual pixels, i.e. individual locations on the sheet. The analysis 

results are presented in Figure 3.10(b), showing the temporal evolution of the laser-generated 

heating processes at a specific location when the irradiation conditions were changed. It is 

evident that the higher laser power and the lower scanning speed resulted in the higher generated 

temperature. The heating time was mostly less than 100 ms. In addition, the lower scanning  
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Figure 3.10: (a) IR images showing the spatial temperature spectra of the irradiated areas 
under different laser conditions; (b) Temporal temperature evolution of specific spots at the 

corresponding condition in (a). P and S denote the laser power and the scanning speed. 
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speed resulted in the longer cooling time of the targeted CNTs, relating to the longer temperature 

distribution “tail” as discussed in Figure 3.9. This cooling process took up to 267 ms for the 

laser-generated temperature to return to the room temperature dependent on the laser scanning 

speed. The fast heating and the fast cooling processes generated by the laser irradiation were 

unique and unachievable by any other annealing methods. This uniqueness were employed to 

induce the rapid reaction and the rapid transformation of the irradiated CNTs with the limited 

thermally affected areas caused by the thermal conduction.  

 

3.3.4 Simulation of laser irradiation and CNT sheet  

 

The intense optical energy irradiation of laser beam induced powerful thermal responses 

from the targeted CNTs. Under the laser irradiation, the targeted CNTs were quickly heated to 

high temperature with carbon atoms becoming greatly energetic and vibrating aggressively. This 

powerful heating effect was attributable to the monochromaticity, the directionality, and the 

coherence of the laser beam and the low heat capacity of CNTs. The extreme heating 

phenomenon was observable by the intense instantaneous incandescence emitted from the 

irradiated zones [82]. The ultimate temperature depended on the absorbed energy of the targeted 

CNTs from the irradiated energy, controllable by the laser output power and the irradiation time.  

The heating area moved along the sheet alignment following the laser scanning direction. 

The heat flows between the graphitic walls within the same CNTs and the flow from one CNT to 

other CNTs via the tube-tube interface [77]. The flow direction was dependent on the 

longitudinal thermal conduction direction of CNTs and the moving direction of heat source [77]. 

The temperature distribution induced from the laser linearly scanning on a thin CNT 

sheet was estimated by applying a 2D thermal simulation model which was introduced by 

Brockman et al [47]. The heat conductivity equation used to calculate the temperature when the 

direction is along the x-axis is described following heat conductivity equation: � � ���  =  � �2� 2  +  �2� 2  +  �2� 2 � 

where the structure and the thermal properties of the CNT films are characterized by ρ as density 

(kg/m3), Cp as specific heat capacity (J/kgK), and � as thermal conductivity (W/mK). The heat 

transfer coefficient α (W/m2K) (relating to the surface area of the structure) is included in the 

boundary conditions at the top and the bottom CNT film surfaces by considering the heat loss 
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due to the thermal convection to environment. The effect of laser scanning is considered with the 

scanning velocity u (m/s) and the heat flux q, which is integrated as the boundary condition for 

the heat conductivity equation. 

The 2-dimensional temperature distribution is computed as [47] � = ��∗ + �� 

where Tg is ambient gas temperature (K) and T* and � are described by the following equations: �∗ = �4 ℎ = �4 ℎ   � = √2� 4⁄ � �( � + 2�� + �� − √ )  = 4 � + ��2 [ 2 + + �� 2]  �� = ��� �4�   � = � �4 ℎ  

where q0 is the maximum laser heat flux density (W/m2), rb is the effective laser beam radius 

(m), and h is the film thickness (m). 

It was noticed by Brockman that this 2D model was valid when the beam size was greater 

than the sheet thickness and when the sheet thermal conductivity was large [47]. CNTs have 

been proven to have high thermal conductivity [24]. Therefore, the Brockman model was 

suitable to calculate the temperature generated by laser-CNT sheet interaction.  

Aliev et al. measured the thermal properties of single-layer freestanding aligned CNT 

sheet [76]. The thermal conductivity along sheet alignment was 50 W/mK, much lower than the 

CNTs’ intrinsic thermal conductivity [24,78]. The thermal conductivity decrease was explained 

by the dangling interface between the bundles, the phonon scattering within the bundles, and the 

defects in the individual CNTs [76]. In addition, the specific heat capacity was 700 J/kgK, 

regardless of the sheet length. The heat transfer coefficient for single-layer CNT sheet was 1500 

W/(m2K) [89]. FTIR was utilized to measure the energy absorption of CNT sheets at a laser 

wavelength of 10.6 µm. The FTIR spectra showed that CNT sheets absorbed 18% of irradiating 

energy from the IR laser beam (Figure 3.11).  
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Figure 3.11: FTIR spectra of the original CNT sheet and the produced GNRs. 
 

 

Figure 3.12(a) shows the energy density generated by laser beam of output power of up to 

120 mW scanning freestanding ultrathin CNT sheet at a speed of 20 cm/s. The computed 

temperature from the corresponding laser irradiation conditions is presented in Figure 3.12(b). At 

the same irradiation time, temperature increased monotonically with the power increase. Matlab 

program was used to calculate the temperature distribution on the surface of a CNT sheet 

irradiated by a moving laser beam; the program detail is presented in Apprendix B. Brockman 

model was applied for the calculation. Figure 3.12(c) demonstrates the temperature result when 

the CNT sheet was scanned by a laser beam with the output power of 100 mW at the scanning 

speed of 20 cm/s. The temperature was possibly increased up to 1523oC. The arrow in the figure 

indicated the scanning direction of the beam. The energy absorption level was 17% after the first 

scan (Figure 3.11). The CNT sheet was further irradiated with the laser power of 55 mW. 

Simulation results estimated that the sheet temperature increased up to 821oC (Figure 3.12(d)). 

Along the scanning path (x-axis), temperature had a tailed-distribution. This tailed-distribution 

resulted from a cooling effect of the irradiated sheet and the movement of the laser beam. The 

tail length became shorter when the thermal conductivity of the sheet increased and the scanning 

speed of laser was faster. Temperature was distributed symmetrically to both sides of the 

scanning direction. 
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Figure 3.12: (a-b) Energy density irradiating on CNT sheet and the corresponding temperature 
increase (respectively) when the laser power changed from 0 mW to 120 mW at the scanning 
speed of 20 cm/s; (c) and (d) Temperature distributions on the CNT sheet when laser beam 
irradiates the CNT sheet with the output power of 100 mW and 55 mW, respectively. The 
scanning speed was 20 cm/s. The arrows indicate the direction of laser beam movement. 

 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

 

Laser irradiation is a unique non-contact treatment method capable of creating an extreme 

heating effect. The targeted CNTs are quickly increased to a controllable high temperature and 

quickly decreased to the room temperature. The microscale thermal effected area are beneficial 

of high-resolution treatment. The freestanding aligned CNT sheets are suitable for the laser 
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scanning process due to the highly oriented alignment. The scanning direction can readily direct 

the heating zone moving along the alignment direction having the highest thermal conductivity. 

The structural transformation of CNTs is controllable via the laser parameters and the irradiation 

environment. In chapter 4 and chapter 5, the laser heating performed in ambient air environment 

generates the local oxidation on the CNT sheets. This oxidation was successfully controlled time 

to precisely oxidize the graphitic walls of CNTs opening the tubular structure to produce 

graphene nanoribbons. Stronger oxidation can sharply cut the CNT sheets to produce high 

performance ultrathin emitter arrays for electron field emission devices. In chapter 6, the CNT 

sheets are scanned in an inert environment (Ar), inducing the recrystallization of CNT structure 

to improve the crystallinity of CNTs. This phenomenon was used to heal the structural defects 

existing on the graphitic walls of CNTs.   
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CHAPTER 4  

 

LASER-INDUCED OXIDATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES 

– SOLID-STATE FABRICATION OF ULTRATHIN FREESTANDING 

CARBON NANOTUBE-GRAPHENE HYBRID STRUCTURES FOR FIELD 

EMISSION APPLICATIONS 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The laser-generated oxidation of CNTs was controlled to produce the emitters arrays for 

FE devices. The uniquely high aspect ratio of nanotubes and the excellent thermal and electrical 

conductivities of graphitic structure inspired an important application as electron emittters, i.e. 

cold cathodes, in FE devices [90–92]. These devices are important to boost the development of 

display technology and vacuum electronic [93–96]. The practical cold cathodes were produced 

with many CNT emitters assembled as arrays to generate useful emission currents. The 

alignment and the distribution of CNTs immensely effect the performance of those FE devices. 

Screening effect happening when the CNTs were packed in narrow areas has been a common 

problem of these emitter arrays. This critical effect degrades the electron emission capability of 

individual CNTs, reducing the FE performance. There have been numerous methods introduced 

to improve the performance of CNT FE devices by eliminating this screening effect [72,91,97–

100]; however there has been no reported methods successfully addressing this issue.  

The lateral structure was a promising solution to tackle this issue [101–103]. This 

structure was characterized with the electron emitters and the electron collectors, namely 

cathodes and anodes, respectively, positioned in-plane and with the high-aspect ratio emitter 

arrays [102,103]. The production of the lateral cold cathode was based on the deposition of CNT 

films on pairs of electrodes and the trimming of those CNT films to expose the film edges 

functioning as the emission sites. So far this structure have not been paid enough attentition with 

very limited reported papers [101–103]. The production of such lateral cathodes had two major 

challenging issues, including the arrangement of CNTs in the films and the trimming 

methodology. The uniform alignment direction of CNTs in the CNT films resulted in the better 

performance [104]; however most of the produced CNT films had the random orientation of the 

CNTs. Trimming these CNT film was another challenge because the trimmed edges was required 

to preserve the alignment and the orientation of the CNTs. Laser beam with the high resolution 
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and the non-contact processing advantages is unique and effective to trim the CNT films. Liu et 

al. used the aligned CNT yarns instead of CNT films and used laser to cut the aligned CNT yarns 

to produce lateral cold cathodes. This method was limited by the number of the deposited CNT 

yarns thus it was challenging to upscale for practical applications.  

In my research, these two processing issues were succesfully addressed by using the 

densified aligned CNT sheets as the starting materials and applying the laser processing method 

to cut those CNT films. The oxidation evidence of the graphitic walls under the laser irradiation 

was observed. The laser-generated oxidation of CNTs were controlled to sharply cut the CNT 

films, producing the freestanding ultrathin hybrid CNT cathodes. The produced high-aspect ratio 

cathode exhibited the excellent emission ability.   

 

4.2 Experimental 

 

A densified 4-layered 90°-stacking CNTs film was used as the starting materials for the 

cold cathodes. Details of the densification process was described in chapter 3 and Figure 4.1(a). 

The film was placed on a pair of aluminum plates separated by a 600-µm gap (Figure 4.1(b)). 

Silver paste was applied at the contact between the films and the Al plates to improve the 

electrical conductivity at the contact areas as well as to secure the bonding between the films and 

the metal plates. The widths of the CNT films were trimmed to have a value of 5 mm.  

The emitter arrays were created by utilizing a laser to cut the CNT films along the Al 

plates as shown in Figure 4.1(c). The utilized laser was a continuous laser (HP-NIR785, 

Renishaw Inc.) with a wavelength of 785 nm and a maximum power output of 300 mW.  An 

optical lens was used to focus the laser beam to a diameter of 10 µm at the focal distance. The 

irradiation power through the lens was 56 mW. The surface of CNT film was positioned at the 

focal distance of the laser lens in order to minimize the area exposed to the irradiation and 

achieve the highest irradiation energy intensity. The laser energy and the irradiation time 

determined the quality of the fabricated emitter arrays. The cutting experiment is descibed in 

APPENDIX A . After being cut by the laser, one of the two remaining films was removed as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1(d). The final FE devices were comprised of freestanding CNT films with 

the edges parallel to and facing the opposite Al plates. The FE experiment was conducted by 

connecting the devices with a direct current (DC) source as shown in Figure 4.1(e). The 

electrical measurement was taken and controlled by the LabView program. Before collecting FE 
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data, each device had an applied voltage of 150 V.  This process was repeated 50 times for each 

sample. Such an aging process was used to remove the unstable emitters and to clean the tip of 

the emitters. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of FE device fabricating process, which included (a) 
stacking CNT free standing sheets on Al plates, (b) applying Ag paste, (c) creating FE emitters 

by laser cutting, (d) cleaning up, and (e) connecting the samples to a DC source and 
performing FE tests. The electron beam is generated between the anode and the cathode. 

 

 

The edges of the freestanding films were the emitter arrays (cathodes) with a hybrid 

structure of CNTs and GNRs. The Al plate edges functioned as the anodes and collected the 

electrons emitted from the 1D arrays. The pink area between anode and cathode in Figure 4.1(e) 

represents the emission area. The distance between anode and cathode (AC distance) was 

determined by the distance between the edge of the film and the edge of the Al plate and was 

controlled by changing the cutting distance from the Al plate. The scanning direction was 

controlled to be parallel to the electrode to produce the uniform gap between the cutting edge and 

the electrode. In this research, samples with the AC distances of 40 μm, 100 μm, and 173 μm 

were produced and analyzed in order to understand the effect of AC distance on the FE 

performance of the devices.  
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4.3 Results and discussion 

 

The microstructures of the FE devices with the AC distances increased from 40 μm, 100 

μm, to 173 μm are shown in Figure 4.2(a-c), respectively. These FE devices were fabricated with 

CNT films composing of four layers of stacked CNT sheets overlaid with an angle orientation of 

90°. Emitters along the edge of the sheet were well separated. The insets in Figure 4.2 provide 

the details of the emitter arrays of the corresponding FE devices. This laser-cutting method 

preserved the alignment of CNTs and limited the damaged areas. During the laser cutting 

process, the laser beam was well-controlled so that the cutting edge was parallel to the aluminum 

electrode (anode); the gap between the cutting edge (cathode) and the electrode (anode) was 

well-controlled with ignorable variation (Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(c)). Because the CNT film 

was very thin (200 nm) and flexible, the cutting edge of the film was free and it did not stay 

straight (curved) sometimes after laser cutting, which caused the “uneven” gap as shown in 

Figure 4.2(b). The curved cutting edge basically will not influence the FE performance because 

the curved film can be straightened in electric field, which was observed in our experiments and 

also evidenced by other group. More details of the cutting process control is presented in 

Appendix A.  

TEM (JEOL JEM-ARM 200cF) was utilized to study the structure of the produced CNT 

emitters. Figure 4.3(a) shows the emitter array fabricated by laser irradiation. When the laser 

beam interacted with the CNT film, it generated a dominant thermal effect on the targeted 

location. Consequently, the local temperature of the interaction area was significantly increased. 

This temperature could raise up to 2450°C in vacuum [82]. When the scanning was performed in 

air, the oxidation happened between the oxygen and the targeted CNTs. Because the laser energy 

was focused on the sample, the heat affected area was localized, achieving a precise cutting area. 

Raman spectroscopy was utilized to investigate how laser irradiation affected the graphitic 

structure of CNTs. The spectral analysis was performed from the edge of the film (where the 

CNTs were impacted the most by the laser irradiation) toward the inner, more intact, area. The 

Raman spectrum showed that the areas close to the edge had a higher intensity ratio of D-band to 

G-band (ID/IG), which meant that the laser beam introduced more defects to the graphitic tubes 

[105]. Most of defects were limited to within 10 µm from the edge.  
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Figure 4.2: SEM images show the microstructure of the FE devices. The sheet on the left-hand 
side is connected to an Al plate. When connecting this Al plate and the Al plate on the right-

hand side to the external negative and positive voltage sources, respectively, FE happens as the 
electrons emitted from the edge of the CNT sheet (cathode) are captured by the edge of the 

opposite Al plate (anode). The distances between anode and cathode are (a) 40 μm, (b) 100 μm 
and (c) 173 μm. The insets show the SEM images of the emitter arrays in a higher 

magnification. The scale bars in (b) and (c) are the same as that in (a).  
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Figure 4.3: (a) TEM images of CNT emitter array. The array has the hybrid structure of (b) 
GNR and (c) DWCNT emitters. 

 

 

The laser-induced thermal effect also modified graphitic structures of the targeted CNTs 

in different ways. The intense laser energy thermally oxidized the CNT walls along the tubular 

axis from the outer walls to the inner walls opening the cylindrical structure to form the GNRs 

(Figure 4.3(b)). The irradiation could also oxidize and remove the outer layers of multiwalled 

CNTs. Figure 4.3(c) shows a double-walled CNT (DWCNT) emitter, which was transformed 

from a five- or six-walled CNT. Based on TEM observation, the produced GNRs were around 

35% of the total resulting emitters. For that reason, this emitter array has a hybrid structure, with 

both GNR emitters and DWCNT emitters contributing to the FE process.  

The FE characteristics of the CNT films were evaluated in a chamber pressurized to 3x10-

6 Torr. Keithley 2410 was controlled by Labview software to apply the DC voltage between the 

electrodes and to measure the consequent emission current. An aging process was applied before 

recording each data set to ensure stable emission. The FE performance of the devices with 

different AC distances is presented in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4(a) shows the applied voltage-

emission current (V-I) responses of the FE devices with AC distances of 40 μm, 100 μm, and 

173 μm. The device with an AC distance of 40 μm was capable of generating an emission 

current of 846 µA at 200 V. The high emission current was attributed to the ultrathin and 

freestanding array structure. The emitter array had a 1D structure, meaning that the array 

contained only one row of individual emitters. Therefore, the field penetration generated by the 

applied electric field along the edge of the emitter array was remarkably enhanced. This field 

penetration induced charge redistribution in the CNT emitters and polarized those emitters with 

an accumulation of electrons at the emitter tips [106]. As a result, the potential barrier was 
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avoided by the resultant presence of a higher Fermi level, leading to a reduced work function. 

Consequently, the electrons near that Fermi level were more capable of tunneling through the 

deformed potential barrier. Electron beams were generated more strongly at a lower applied 

voltage. In addition, the individual emitters in the arrays were separated from each other (Figure 

4.3(a)) which was also advantageous in further improving the field enhancement factor of the 

array [107]. 

 

 

   
 

   Figure 4.4: FE performance of FE devices with the interelectrode distances of 173 µm, 100 
µm, and 40 µm; (a) emission current vs. applied voltage, (b) current density vs. applied 

electrical field (the inset is a Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot), (c) comparison of threshold fields 
(Eth) and field enhancement factors (β) as AC distance changes. 

 

 

As the AC distance increased, the V-I plots shifted to the higher voltage regime. The 

devices with the AC distances of 100 μm and 173 μm generated emission currents of 578 μA and 

185 μA at 300 V, respectively. However, the current density (J)-electric field (E) plots shifted to 

the lower electric field regime (Figure 4.4(b)). The relationship between the current density and 
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the electric field follows the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) model , that is J=(Aβ2E2/)exp(-B3/2/E) 

[108,109]. In this equation J is the current density;  is the barrier height (work function) of an 

emitter material—depending on the electrical conductivity and the electron density at the 

emission site; E is the applied electric field at a given emission site;  is the field enhancement 

factor— which is a function of the geometry of the individual emitters and the emitter array; B = 

6.83 x 103 eV-3/2 V/m, and A = 1.54 x 10-6 eV A/V2. By measuring the slope, s, of the linear 

region in the F-N plot, the field enhancement factor is obtained through the expression 

B3/2/s. Basically, the F-N plots of the CNT FE included 2 regions, i.e. before and after 

electric field reached the threshold level [110]. The inset in Fig. 4(b) shows the F-N plots 

selected from the second region of the FE process of the devices, when the electron emission was 

initiated. The enhancement factors for the devices with the AC distances ranging from 40 µm to 

100 µm and 173 µm were 585, 2188, and 3179, respectively (Figure 4.4(c)). These results were 

consistent with the decrease of the slope of F-N plots in Fig. 4(b). The work function used for 

this calculation was 4.7 eV. Figure 4.4(c) also describes how the AC distance influenced the 

threshold field Eth, at which the current density reached 1 mA/cm2. As the distance was increased 

from 40 µm to 100 µm and 173 µm, Eth was decreased from 4.0 V/µm to 1.5 V/µm and 1.0 

V/µm, respectively. These results were consistent with the shift of J-E plots in Figure 4.4(b). 

Filip et al. and Liu et al. developed models for the individual CNT emitters and for the CNT 

emitter arrays, respectively, in order to study the relationship between the field enhancement 

factors and the AC distances [111,112]. These models showed the enhancement factor was 

increased as the AC distance was increased; these theoretical solutions have been confirmed by 

experimental measurements [113,114]. If the local field at the tip of emitters is denoted as EL and 

the applied field as EA, the given relationship between those fields is: EL = EA [111]. The local 

threshold field needed to extract the electrons from the tip depended on the structure of the 

emitters; therefore when the AC distance was increased the applied threshold field Eth was 

decreased due to the increased enhancement factor. The array structures remained the same after 

hundreds of repeated emissions. 

Based on the SEM images, there were on average about 5625 CNT/GNR emitters 

arranged along the edge of the 5-mm CNT films. The emitter density was 1.1 μm-1. Figure 4.5 (a) 

shows the average performance of individual emitters in the devices with difference AC 

distances. The emission current is normalized to the number of emitters of each device. As the 
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result, an individual emitter was able to generate an emission current of 150 nA at 200 V when 

the AC distance was 40 µm. Figure 4.5(b) shows the turn-on field for the individual emitters to 

generate an emission current of 1 nA [115]. When the AC distance was 173 µm, the turn-on field 

of each emitter was 1.3 V/µm, which was comparable to the single-emitter CNT FE devices 

[115]. Similar to the emitter arrays, as the AC distance was decreased the turn-on field increased, 

i.e. the turn-on fields for 100 µm and 40 µm devices increased to 1.9 V/µm and 4.1 V/µm, 

respectively. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4.5: (a) Emission current of individual emitters in FE devices, (b) change of turn-on 
field,i.e emission current of individual emitters achieve 1 nA, vs changing AC distances.  

 

 

This high FE performance of the individual emitters was attributed to the improved field 

penetration and the unique nanostructures of GNRs and DWCNTs. According to Figure 4.3(b-c), 

both GNRs and DWCNTs contributed to the FE. GNRs are considered effective emitters due to 

the sharp edges, the dangling bonds at their edges, and the high carrier mobility [116,117]. 

DWCNTs have been proven to have better FE performance than the original five- or six-walled 

CNTs [118]. These emitters were supported by bundles of CNTs, thus they were firmly bonded 

to the array.  

 

4.4 Conclusions 

 

The combination of the special CNT films and the laser scanning method was unique to 

produce distinct cathodes for the lateral FE devices, effectively addressing the screening effect 
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issue of contemporary FE devices. The cathodes were featured with the ultrathin freestanding 

structure, reducing screening effect and thus enhancing field penetration of individual emitters in 

the array. Additionally, the emitters were well-separated in the arrays with an emitter density of 

1.1 μm-1, further decreasing the screening effect. Especially the confirmed hybrid DWCNT-GNR 

emitter remarkably improved the emission capability, comparing to the CNT emitters with 

higher wall numbers.  

The device was able to generate 846 µA emission current, equivalent to one emitter 

generating 150 nA, at 200 V. The threshold field was 1.04 V/µm for the device with AC distance 

of 173 µm. When the AC distance was 40 µm, the emitter array was able to generate 846 µA, i.e. 

individual emitters generated 150 nA, at 200V. When the AC distance increased from 40 µm, to 

100 µm, and to 173 µm, the enhancement factor increased from 585, to 2188, and to 3179 and 

the threshold field decreased from 4.0 V/µm, to 1.5 V/µm, and to 1.0 V/µm, respectively. 

Similarly, the turn-on field of individual emitters decreased from 4.1 V/µm, to 1.9 V/µm, and to 

1.3 V/µm.  

The lateral FE devices with the ultrathin cathodes can be used in flexible FE devices. 

Furthermore, these devices are advantageous in high-speed and high-frequency operation 

because of the low input and parasitic capacitance [101], suitable to use as vacuum electronic 

devices in RF systems. These devices can be utilized as electron tunneling sensors to detect 

microscale or nanoscale movement in micro-electro-mechanical systems or nano-electro-

mechanical systems in spacecrafts, respectively [119].  
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CHAPTER 5  

 

LASER-INDUCED OXIDATION OF CARBON NANOTUBES  

– TRANSFORMATION OF FREESTANDING CARBON NANOTUBES 

INTO GRAPHENE NANORIBBONS 

 
 

5.1 Introduction  

 

The oxidation generated by the laser-CNT interaction in the ambient air environment was 

further developed to precisely removed the graphitic walls of MWCNTs and ultimately 

transform the nanotubes into GNRs. This is a special 2D graphitic structure performing the 

exceptional properties such as Young’s modulus of 1 TPa [120], thermal conductivity of 4800 

W/mK to 5300 W/mK [121], and electron mobility of 200,000 cm2/Vs [122]. Additionally, 

GNRs with the width smaller than 50 nm exhibites semimetallic behaviors with tunable 

bandgaps, depending on the dimension and the edge chemistry of the nanoribbons [123]. 

Especially, GNRs with widths lower than 10 nm become semiconductors regardless of the 

geometry of their edges [124,125]. Due to the unique structure and the outstanding properties, 

GNRs have been used in a vast range of applications, including transistors [125], optical and 

microwave communication devices [126,127], biosensors [128], chemical sensors [129,130], 

electronic memory and processing devices [131,132], nano-electromechanical systems [133], and 

composites [134].  

GNRs can be readily produced by unzipping the nanotubes [135] because CNT structure 

can be analogically considered as graphene sheets rolled up. Additionally, the maturity of CNT 

synthesis methodology enables the scalable unzipping-CNT method for GNR production 

sytem.There have been different reported unzipping methods such as chemical treatment 

[136,137], plasma bombardment [138–140], thermal treatment [141,142], mechanical 

deformation [143], and laser irradiation [73,88]. GNRs produced by chemical treatment and 

thermal treatment may contain contaminants from the quaeous processing chemicals. Graphitic 

structure of GNRs produced by plasma bombardment and mechanical impact have not been fully 

evaluated, possibly containing structural defects created by random bombardment of plasma or 

by uncontrollable strong collision. The feasibility of the laser unzipping method was confirmed 

by Kumar et al [144]. Laser irradiation is a non-contact method thus the produced GNRs was not 
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mechanically damaged. In addition, laser processing did not use liquid chemical to modify CNT 

structure, limiting the chemical contaminants. Therefore laser irradiation is more effective than 

other methods to unzip CNTs to produce GNRs. In the Kumar’s paper, the unzipping mechanism 

as well as the potential of this laser method was not fully explored [144].  

The laser-generated oxidation of CNTs was further developed to transform CNTs into 

GNRs, addressing the issues of the current unzipping methods. The laser beam was controlled to 

scan along the alignment direction of the freestanding aligned CNT sheets. The thermal 

oxidation of the graphitic walls and thermal expansion of the nanotubes opened the CNT 

structure. The residual graphitic features on the produced GNR surfaces were removed by further 

applying laser scanning with the lower irradiation power, resulting in smooth surfaced GNRs.  

 

5.2 Experimental  

 

The freestanding CNT sheet was produced as described in section 3.2. The CO2 laser was 

utilized to scan along the sheet alignment direction and raster entire sheet surface (Figure 5.1). 

The laser beam diameter on the focal plane was 100 μm. CNT sheet was positioned at the focal 

distance of the laser beam to acquire the highest energy density. The effect of laser power on the 

transformation of CNTs was investigated. In this experiment, the laser output power was 

controlled to change from 0 to 100 mW and the scan speed was kept at 20 cm/s. A laser with 

wavelength of 785 nm and beam size of 10 μm was used to excite the Raman scattering. TEM 

(JEM-ARM200cF, JEOL Ltd.) with EELS (Gatan Inc.) was utilized to analyze the structural 

transformation and the chemical characteristics of CNTs before and after laser irradiation.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1:  Laser scanning diagram illustrating the laser scanning process for CNT sheet with 
the arrows describing scanning directions. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

 

 The laser scanning remarkably increased the temperature with the strong gradient due to 

the monochromaticity, the coherence, and the limited divergence of the beam. The irradiating 

energy was confined in the narrow beam size, i.e. 100 μm, generating a large energy density. 

Additionally, the high surface area of CNT sheet and the high thermal conductivity of CNTs  

localized the consequent oxidized area at the irradiated spot. 

The original CNTs used for the experiments typically had 4 to 8 walls (Figure 5.2(a)). 

Those CNTs were directionally aligned in freestanding porous sheets (Figure 3.4(c-d)). In the 

experiments, CNT sheets were placed on the focal plane of the laser beam and parallel to the 

beam polarization allowing the highest energy density and the highest absorbed energy. When 

the laser power was increased or the irradiation time was increased, the laser intensity was 

increased accordingly, leading to the different transformation results of the tubular structure. 

Figure 5.2(b-e) demonstrates variations of structural transformation of CNTs after being scanned 

by a laser beam of 100 mW at a scanning speed of 20 cm/s. According to the computation, the 

CNT sheet was irradiated by an energy density of 498 mJ/cm2 and was consequently heated up to 

1523oC (Figure 3.12(b)). Such high temperature started the thermal oxidation, initiated at the 

defect sites on the tube surface [145]. The scattering of the traversing laser beam into the porous 

sheet was beneficial to treat the CNTs on the surface and inside the sheets. Therefore the direct-

irradiated CNTs on the surface and the scattering-irradiated CNTs beneath the surface were both 

oxidized. 

The CNT sheets comprised of the bundled CNTs aligned along the sheet direction and the 

local isolated CNTs crossing between the bundles (Figure 3.5). These freestanding isolated 

CNTs were approximately aligned parallel to the scanning direction because the CNT diameter 

was much smaller than the beam diameter. Those isolated CNTs had high surface area resulting 

in the strong heat dissipation as well as had the oxidation happening isotropically along the 

tubular circumferences.  

On the contrary, under the same irradiation conditions, CNT bundles absorbed more 

energy than isolated CNTs due to the higher structural density of packed CNTs and the longer 

transmitting path through the bundles (Beer-Lambert law). Consequently the CNT bundle 

temperature was higher than the isolated CNT temperature, resulting in stronger oxidation at the 

bundle surface. The oxidation induced at the CNT bundles was anisotropic, relating to the non- 
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uniform interface between the bundled CNTs and the oxygen. The oxidation happened more 

favorably at the CNTs surrounding the bundles which had direct interface with the oxygen, in 

contrast with the inner CNTs that were isolated from the environment. Accordingly, the  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: (a) Typical original multiwalled CNT with four graphitic walls; (b) oxidized CNTs 
with one side of the tube showing double-walled structure and the other side containing seven 
graphitic walls; (c) oxidized CNT with half of its length opened and the other half oxidized; 

(d) DWCNTs with the oxidized graphitic walls remaining on the tube surface; (e) single-layer 
GNR with small residuals remaining from the outer CNT walls. The inset in (e) is FFT pattern 

of the corresponding GNR image. 
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transformed CNTs could have one longitudinal half oxidized with many walls removed and 

theother half with many walls retained. Figure 5.2(b) demonstrates a modified CNT with one 

side showing double-walled structure, i.e. outside graphitic walls were oxidatively removed, and 

the other side having seven graphitic layers remaining. Due to the high flexibility, the entangled  

CNTs in bundles could appear with half of the length confined within the bundle and the other 

half freely exposed to oxygen. As a result, the dangling tube segment was opened and the other 

segment was partially oxidized with some graphitic walls removed (Figure 5.2(c)). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Raman spectra of the original CNTs and the produced GNRs 
 

 

Figure 5.2(d) demonstrates double-walled CNT (DWCNT) with outer walls oxidized. 

Figure 5.2(e) shows a 13 nm-width single-layer GNR produced by transforming a CNT, 

revealing how the GNR was produced. The inset is the corresponding Fast-Fourier Transform 

diffraction pattern, displaying a single hexagonal ring. This hexagonal pattern confirmed the 

graphitic and the single-layered structure of the produced GNR. The production of a GNR from a 

multiwalled CNT was the result of the spontaneous removal of the outer graphitic walls 

combined with the transformation of the innermost tube. When the oxidation happened, the C-C 

bonds were broken, creating carbonyl groups [146–148] and removing the outer graphitic walls. 

Due to the high curvature of smaller tubular diameters, the carbon atoms of the innermost tube 

were more active than the atoms on the outer walls [149]. Consequently, during the oxidative 

process happening at the outer walls, the oxidation also penetrated into the graphitic walls to 
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oxidize the inner tubes. Some TEM images demonstrated that oxidation perforated the outer 

walls of DWCNTs to oxidize the innermost tubes; the curvature-induced stress widened the 

opened area of the innermost tube. Additionally, the oxidation was more preferable to occur 

following the tube opening direction, where the stress was focused, instead of circumferentially 

cutting the graphitic layers [146]. Therefore, GNRs were produced along the CNT axes (Figure 

5.2(e)). The produced GNRs had some graphitic domains and amorphous phases remaining on 

the GNR surfaces as the residuals of the oxidized graphitic walls.  

Raman spectra showed an increase in the intensity ratio of D-band to G-band (ID/IG) from 

1.17 to 1.32 when the CNT sheet was irradiated by laser (Figure 5.3). The ID/IG increase resulted 

from the graphitic defects in the edges of the produced GNRs, the features on the GNR surfaces, 

and the incomplete-opened CNTs (Figure 5.2(b - d)). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4: TEM images of (a) individual GNR and (b) GNR array when the GNR surface was 
cleaned by laser irradiation with laser power of 55 mW and scanning speed of 20 cm/s.  

 

 

GNR surfaces were cleaned by using laser to further oxidize the small carbon domains 

attached to the GNR surface. Figure 5.4(a - b) show the TEM images of both GNR and GNR 

array after laser post-treatment, respectively. Laser was used to scan the sample with a power of 

55 mW and a scanning speed of 20 cm/s. The laser irradiation generated an energy density of 

277 mJ/cm2, increasing the CNT temperature up to 821oC (as calculated in Figure 3.12(d)). 

Raman spectra of the GNRs before and after post-treatment process did not show any obvious 

difference. The residuals from the previous step were very susceptible to the oxidation, thus 
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being oxidized easily. The oxidation process also happened along the edges of the GNRs. 

However, the calculations of the energy required to oxidize the carbon atoms showed that the 

oxidation was more likely to occur along the edges of a graphene layer as compared to 

penetrating inward into the nanoribbons [146]. Consequently, the oxidation at GNRs mostly 

happened along the edges instead of cutting through the graphene sheet. Due to the size 

difference between the GNRs and the carbon domains, the oxidation occurring along GNR edges 

hardly changed the graphitic structure of the GNRs. In addition to the oxidation happening along 

the GNR edges, laser irradiation also improved the graphitic structure of GNRs via the self-

healing effect, occurring when carbon atoms reorganized their crystal structure due to high 

temperature exposure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5: EELS spectrum of overlapped GNRs. 
 

 

 EELS was utilized to analyze the chemical properties of GNRs at the atomic scale. 

Figure 5.5 shows the EELS spectrum of the overlapped GNRs. The sharp peak π*, at 286 eV, is 

due to the electron transition from 1s core level to the π* band. Similarly, the other peak at σ*, at 

293 eV, is generated by the transition from 1s to σ* band. These spectral peaks highlighted the K 

edge of the carbon atoms of CNTs and graphene [150]. These transitions may also feature the 

bonding between the carbon atoms and the oxygen atoms for the σ bond and the π bond. 
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However, the oxygen K edge characterized by a peak at 530 eV [151] was not shown in the 

resultant EELS spectra, which may relate to the resolution limit of the equipment. Therefore, 

these π* and σ* peaks contained limited information about the oxygen-contained contaminants. 

This limited information can be explained due to the oxidation process occurring at high 

temperature of CNTs. The oxygen molecules in air oxidized the graphitic walls, generating CO2 

gas.  Furthermore, the carbonyl group created on the GNR edges when oxygen molecules cut the 

carbon-carbon bonds can be thermally removed at 200oC [152], lower than the oxidation point of 

CNTs. Therefore, the oxygen atoms were desorbed from the produced GNRs. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

 

The localized dynamic oxidation directed by the laser scanning was successful to 

longitudinally transform CNTs to produce GNRs. The process was strongly supported by the 

thermal expansion of graphitic structure and the curvature stress of tubular structure. 

Furthermore, the oxidation was conveniently applied to remove the graphitic residuals on the 

produced GNR surface. The produced GNRs were featured with the undetectable contaminant, 

the smooth surface, the single-layer structure, the narrow nanoribbon width (~10 nm), and 

especially the freestanding structure. The method fully took advantage of the thermal interaction 

between the linearly-polarized laser beam and the highly-aligned CNTs. This method was 

advantageous over other unzipping methods because it did not use any liquid chemicals to cut 

the graphitic layers, thus greatly limiting the contamination issue. In addition, the facile 

production of the freestanding aligned CNT sheets and the scalability of the scanning process 

make this method scalable and adaptable for manufacturing system.  
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CHAPTER 6  

 

CNT CRYSTALLINITY IMPROVEMENT BY LASER IRRADIATION IN 

INERT ENVIRONMENT 
  

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

In the previous chapter 4 and chapter 5, the experiments of laser-CNT interaction were 

performed in ambient air environment. Therefore, the oxidation happened between carbon atoms 

and oxygen, either gradually removing the graphitic walls of CNTs to tranform CNTs into GNRs 

or totally removing CNTs. If the experiments were performed in the inert environment, the 

oxidation would not happen. Instead, the crystallinity of CNTs were improved via the 

graphitization process. This laser scanning method was used to heal the intrinsic defects as well 

as the process-generated defects of CNTs. 

The unique CNT structure attributes the exceptional properties of CNTs, including the 

superior Young’s modulus of 1.25 TPa [23], the great thermal conductivities of ~3500 W/mK 

[24], and the exceptional electron mobility of 100,000 cm2/Vs [25] capable of conducting current 

up to 7.27 mA [26]. The exceptional properties of CNTs are greatly dependent on the 

crystallinity of CNTs. The produced CNTs contain various structural defects, with two main 

types as bond-rotation and vacancies [153–155]. The bond rotation creates the distorted 

hexagonal rings, transforming these rings into pairs of pentagons and heptagons [155]. Vacancies 

are formed where carbon atoms are missed from the honeycomb lattice. In the reduced-

dimension of the nanotubes, these structural defects can dramatically modify and possibly create 

dominant effects over the intrinsic properties of CNTs [12,156]. For example, charge carriers are 

confined in 1D nanotubes, thus the defects existing on the tube surfaces will immensely scatter 

the conduction. Consequently, the thermal and the electrical conductivities of such CNTs are 

considerably reduced. Additionally, the CNT strength can be greatly decreased due to the defects 

[12,157–159]. Hence, it is necessary to heal those structural defects of synthesized CNTs to fully 

exploit the intrinsic properties of CNTs in practical applications.  

Annealing CNTs at more than 1000°C in an inert environment has been reported to be 

effective in improving the crystallinity of CNTs [84,85,156,160,161].  This is based on the 

ability of carbon atoms to reorganize in order to achieve the stable and optimal crystal structure 
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[162]. There have been different techniques introduced to anneal CNTs, including Joule heating 

[163–165], furnace heating [160,166,167], and laser heating [27–37,70]. In Joule heating 

method, individual CNTs were aligned and strained between pairs of electrodes; DC voltage was 

applied to induce large current density flowing along the CNT axes. This method is suitable to 

control the temperature and the resultant graphitic structure of individual CNTs; however, there 

are difficulties to scale-up this methods. Due to the high contact resistance at the CNT-CNT 

interface comparing to the resistance of individual CNTs, the heat was mostly generated and 

concentrated at the interconnection areas between CNTs in the network. In addition, the strong 

heat dissipation to environment along the CNT axes, attributed to the high surface area of CNTs 

[83] and the quenching of phonons at CNT-to-CNT interfaces [77] created the temperature 

difference along the CNTs [83]. As the result, the thermal treatment was different along the 

CNTs, resulting in the structural variation of the annealed CNTs.  

The annealing process by furnaces is commonly performed in argon (Ar) atmosphere 

[156,160] or in vacuum [84] at the range of temperature from 1000°C  to 2000°C for few hours, 

resulting the improvement of CNT structure. This annealing method is time-consuming with 

most of the energy used to heat the furnaces themselves. The annealing time can be reduced by 

increasing the annealing temperature [168]; however it typically took hours to heat the 

experiment environment from room temperature to the annealing temperature, leading to the 

unexpected deformation of tubular structure. For example, SWCNTs were structurally stable up 

to 1600oC but started to coalesce at 1800oC [86], initialized at the vacancies on the walls [169]. 

The transformation into MWCNTs was completed at 2200oC [86]. Similarly, although double-

walled CNTs (DWCNTs) maintained the structure at the temperature up to 2000oC [85], the 

coalescence between the outer adjacent walls happened at 2100oC to form the larger-diameter 

tubes. At 2300oC, DWCNTs were transformed into MWCNTs. Higher temperatures at 2500oC 

and 2800oC heavily damaged the tubular structure, breaking the tubes into the distorted 

shortened CNTs and the graphene-like flakes [85].  

The intensive and powerful heating process generated from the laser-material interaction 

have been attractive to thermally treat CNTs [27–37,70]. The ability to quickly and locally heat 

the targeted CNTs to a controllable high temperature was valuable to precisely tune the graphitic 

structure, avoiding the unexpected structural transformation. Additionally, the benefits of the 

solid-state treatment and the non-contact treatment avoid the introduction of contaminants and 
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mechanical damages to the treated CNTs. Laser beam has been used to improve the crystal 

structure of CNTs as well as to remove the impurities; the studies have been conducted with both 

pulse lasers and continuous lasers with a wide range of laser wavelengths from UV to NIR [27–

37,70]. The results promised a great potential to heal the graphitic defects of the CNTs. So far, 

the reported researches utilized laser to irradiate the CNT films at single spots. The unique 

advantages of laser processing, including the locallized heating and the controllable heating zone 

have not been exploited yet, limiting the application of laser in healing and modifying CNT 

structure. 

I study the interaction between the laser beam and the CNTs to improve the graphitic 

structure of CNTs. The freestanding CNT sheets were used as the starting materials. A 

continuous infrared (IR) laser was used to irradiate the CNT sheet surfaces along the CNT 

alignment direction. The effect of laser irradiation on the CNT structure was evaluated by Raman 

spectroscopy. The powerful thermal effect of laser-CNT interaction resulted in a remarkable 

structural improvement of CNTs. The laser-treated CNT structures were also compared to the 

structure of the CNTs annealed by the conventional furnace annealing method. It is demonstrated 

that the laser irradiation method can effectively heal the CNTs damaged heavily by particle 

bombardment in plasma. 

 

6.2 Experimental 

 

The laser scanning process was performed similarly to the laser CNT-to-GNR 

transforming method; however the freestanding sheet was placed in a closed chamber 

continuously purged with argon gas. The laser irradiation energy was controlled by the laser 

output power from 200 mW to 1400mW and the scanning speed from 1.27 cm/s to 5.08 cm/s. 

The effectiveness of the laser healing method was further evaluated by applying laser irradiation 

on the defective CNTs. These CNTs were produced by applying argon plasma treatment (CUTE, 

FEMTO SCIENCE) for CNT sheets to introduce defects to the graphitic walls. In addition, the 

as-synthesized CNT sheets were annealed at 1200°C and 1500°C by a MTI furnace (GSL-

1700X, MTI Corp.) continuously purged with N2 flow. The heating rate was 5°C/min and the 

samples were annealed in one hour. Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw, Inc., InVia Raman) was 

utilized to characterize the crystallinity change of CNTs before and after different treatment 

processes, including laser irradiation, plasma bombardment, and furnace annealing.  
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6.3 Results and discussion 

 

6.3.1 Structural improvement of CNTs under laser irradiation 

 

Carbon atoms became greatly energetic under the laser irradiation. These energetic 

carbon atoms were capable of reorganizing to achieve a more stable crystal structure. The lattice 

reorganization of CNTs led to the reconstruction of vacancies via the bond rotation [170,171] 

and via the dangling bond saturation by absorbing amorphous carbon atoms, by absorbing 

hydrogen molecules, or by coalescing with neighbor carbon atoms [172–174]. Vacancies had 

reconstruction energy of 0.29 eV for single vacancies, 2.62 eV for double vacancies, and 2.27 eV 

for triple vacancies [173]. These energy levels were significantly lower than the reconstruction 

energy for SW defects (5.70 eV) [173]; therefore vacancies were more likely to be recrystallized 

at the elevated temperature. Non-hexagonal defects and vacancies were annihilated at above 

1200oC [153]. In addition, impurities on CNT surfaces such as carbon adsorbates or amorphous 

carbon were possibly crystallized to form graphitic nanoscrystals, namely graphitization process 

[38,175]. The laser-induced healing process of CNTs depended on the temperature generated by 

the laser beam. Literature showed that annealing CNTs from 1500°C to 2000°C resulted in the 

crystallinity improvement [40,84].  

The energetic carbon atoms at high temperature also led to the migration of vacancies and 

SW defects on the graphitic layers of CNTs [153,170,176–178]. This defect migration followed 

the laser-directed movement of heating zone linearly along the nanotube axes. The migration can 

cause the coalescence of vacancies to form double vacancies [170]. The reorganization of carbon 

atoms at high temperature can transform double vacancies into pentagon-ring defects and 

heptagon-ring defects [170]. While vacancies can reduce failure stresses by as much as ~26% 

and reduce failure strains of CNTs, SW defects does not markedly reduced mechanical strength 

of CNTs [158]; thus the migration phenomenon is beneficial to improve the mechanical strength 

of CNTs. Additionally, CNT defects can migrate and diffuse to the end of CNTs [171]. 

Therefore, the moving heating zone is beneficial to reduce the defects from the CNT walls as 

well as improve the mechanical strength of CNTs.  

In this study, we controlled the CNT annealing process by manipulating the laser power 

and the laser scanning speed. Structural improvement of the CNTs under the laser irradiation was 

evaluated by Raman spectroscopy. This method has been considered as an effective non-
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destructive method to study and characterize sp2 hybridized carbon atoms of SWCNTs and 

MWCNTs [84,161,179,180]. The Raman spectral contained qualitative information about CNT 

crystal structure, especially the disorder of hybridized sp2 owing to the defects on graphitic walls 

[181,182]. Figure 6.1 shows the Raman spectra of the irradiated CNTs at the laser energy 

intensity increased up to 31.5 J/cm2. Structural analysis was performed via the Raman first-order 

resonances for an excitation energy of 1.64 eV at a wavelength of 785 nm. D band (~1306 cm-1) 

of CNT Raman spectra is a double-resonance band induced by the presence of a disorder sp2 

carbon atoms, considered as the qualitative indicators of structural defects of CNTs [180,183]. G 

band (1584 cm-1) is originated from an in-plane bond stretching motion of pairs of sp2 hybridized 

carbon atoms [183,184], relating to the graphitic quality of CNTs. The band on the shoulder of 

the G band, namely D’ band at ~1611 cm-1, is also the result of disorder graphitic structure [183]. 

The intensity ratios between D band and G band (ID/IG) and between D’ band and G band (ID’/IG) 

are also valuable measurements to qualify the disorder defects of CNT structures [180].  

Figure 6.1(a) describes the evolution of the Raman spectra, normalized to G bands, of 

laser-treated CNTs when the laser energy density was increased from 0 to 31.5 J/cm2. The 

transitions of D bands and D’ bands were noticeable with the band intensities decreased in 

respect to G bands when the energy density was stronger. For instance, ID/IG and ID’/IG of the 

CNTs treated by the laser energy density of 31.5 J/cm2 were 0.63 and 0.52, respectively, 

considerably decreased from 1.19 and 1.04 of the as-produced CNTs. Figure 6.1(b) illustrated 

the spectra deconvolved from Figure 6.1(a) at the corresponding irradiation conditions, revealing 

more information of the band evolution. The increased energy density led to narrower G bands 

and D’ bands. For example, the FWHHs of G bands and D’ bands were decreased monotonously 

from 53 cm-1 and 29 cm-1, respectively, of the as-produced CNTs to 38 cm-1 and 25 cm-1 at the 

energy irradiation of 31.5 J/cm2. This is the irreversible change of CNT structure after annealed 

at high temperature [160]. Furthermore, the separation between G bands and D’ bands became 

wider at the higher laser energy levels (from 28 cm-1 to 33 cm-1). It is also noticeable that the 

bridges between D bands and G bands were lower when the laser energy was increased. This 

lower bridge was the consequence of sharpened G bands and D’ bands at a higher temperature 

[160]. In addition, this bridge also originated from the spectrum of sp3 tetrahedral amorphous 

carbon (taC) with the peak centered near 1550 cm-1 [160]. The taC existed on the surface of the 

CNTs as the undesired product from CVD synthesis process. It have been observed that those sp3  
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Figure 6.1: (a) Evolution of Raman spectra of CNTs with the location of D band, G band, and 
D’ band denoted when irradiation energy density was increased from 0 to 31.5 J/cm2 of varied 

energy densities; (b) Deconvolution of the original Raman spectra in (a), revealing the 
transformation of D band, G band, and D’ band at the laser energy density from 0 to 31.5 

J/cm2. 
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carbon atoms was transformed into a hybridized sp2 structure at the temperature from 600°C to 

1000°C [185]. Therefore this sp3-to-sp2 transformation happened at the laser-generated high 

temperature, resulting in a lower bridge between D band and G’ band. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.2: Peak information for D band, G band, and D’ band. 
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More details of the deconvolved Raman spectra is summarized in Figure 6.2. The D 

bands and the D’ bands, representing structural disorders of CNTs, upshifted from 1309 cm-1 to 

1314 cm-1 and from 1611 cm-1 to 1615 cm-1 , respectively, at the irradiation energy density up to 

31.5 J/cm2. The G bands exhibited downshift from 1584 cm-1 and became stable at 1581±1 cm-1. 

This downshift of G bands has been reported for CNTs annealed by furnace in vacuum 

environment at temperature over 1700°C [84,160]. This G band position was closer to the 

position of the G band in graphene structure (1580 cm-1) [84,179] indicating the graphitic 

characteristic improvement of the irradiated CNTs. 

The relative intensities of D bands and D’ bands in respect to G bands (ID/IG and ID’/IG) 

monotonously decrease when the irradiation energy density was increased. Compared to the as-

produced CNTs, those CNTs treated by a laser energy density of 31.5 J/cm2 had ID/IG and ID’/IG 

significantly reduced by about 50%, i.e. ID/IG decreased from 1.19 to 0.63 and ID’/IG decreased 

from 1.04 to 0.52. This decrease was an important indicator of the considerable defect reduction 

of CNT graphitic structure [84,160]. Therefore, the laser treatment method exhibited the 

effectiveness in improving the crystallinity of CNTs. 

The laser efficiency was also evaluated by comparing the laser treated CNTs with the 

CNTs annealed by the conventional method. The as-produced CNT sheets were annealed 

isothermally in a furnace at 1200°C and at 1500°C for 1 hour. The annealing chamber was 

continuously purged with N2 gas to avoid the oxidation of CNTs. Figure 6.3(a) shows the Raman 

spectra of the CNTs annealed at 1200°C and at 1500°C. It was observed that the CNTs annealed 

at 1200°C did not show any important change of the Raman spectrum comparing to the as-

produced CNTs, indicated by with a unchanged ID/IG and a slightly increased ID’/IG from 1.12 to 

1.04 (Figure 6.3(b)). Therefore CNT structure was not modified at this annealing temperature. At 

1500°C, the Raman spectrum changed with ID/IG decreased from 1.18 to 0.85 and ID’/IG 

decreased from 1.04 to 0.87 (Figure 6.3(b)). It was also noticeable that the spectrum of the CNTs 

annealed at 1500°C in 1 hour was similar to the spectrum of the laser-treated CNTs by the 5.2 

J/cm2-energy density at the scanning speed of 3.81 cm/s. As a result, it can be estimated that the 

laser irradiation with an energy density of 5.2 J/cm2 can quickly heat CNTs to 1500°C. 

CNT-annealing data from literature were analyzed [160,166,186] and the corresponding 

ID/IG ratios are presented in Figure 6.3(b). These CNTs were annealed at the temperature from 

1700°C to 2000°C with the annealing time from 1 hours to 5 hours denoted above the data 
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points; the scattering of the annealing results related to the conditions of the CNTs used for the 

annealing processes. Especially, the CNTs annealed at 2000°C for 5 hours had ID/IG reduced 

from 0.95 to 0.4 (~58% reduction) [166], meanwhile the CNTs irradiated by the laser beam with 

an energy density of 31.5 J/cm2 in 2.6 ms had ID/IG reduced from 1.19 to 0.63 (~47% reduction). 

Simulation result showed that annealing CNTs at 3000°C for 22 ns can significantly reduce the 

number of defects, including vacancies and SW-like defects [168]. Therefore the laser irradiation 

method was more effective than the conventional furnace annealing because the laser beam can 

heat CNTs up to a high temperature in a very short time. In addition, the millisecond annealing 

time was also beneficial to avoid the coalescence of CNTs to form bigger CNTs and the 

fragmentation of nanotube structure by furnace annealing method, whose structure were 

indicated by the decrease of ID/IG [85,86,169]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: (a) Raman spectra of CNT sheets before and after annealed in N2-purged furnace at 
1200°C and 1500°C; (b) Summary of intensity ratios between D and D’ bands and G band. 

The separated data from 1700°C to 2000°C in (b) are ID/IG ratios of the annealed CNTs with 
the annealing time  from 1 hours to 5 hours denoted above the data points summarized from 

references [160,166,186]. 
 

 

6.3.2 Healing capability of laser irradiation for plasma-treated CNTs 

 

The healing effectiveness of the laser method was further studied by applying the laser 

method to the plasma-treated CNT sheets. A DC Ar plasma was employed to introduce defects to 

the graphitic walls of CNTs. The plasma power was maintained at 40 W and the processing time 
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was increased from 1 minute to 7 minutes to vary the defect level of CNTs. During the plasma 

treatment process, the CNTs were continuously bombarded by the energetic Ar+ ions. 

Consequently, the bonding between the carbon atoms on graphitic walls was broken, knocking 

off those carbon atoms [187]. Depending on the plasma treatment time, multiple vacancies were 

isotropically induced in the CNT crystal structure, increasing the defective areas on the CNT 

walls. More vacancies could constitute larger holes on the graphitic walls; the bombarded CNTs 

became more energetically unstable [172,174]. These active holes can be reconstructed via 

dangling bond saturation or SW-like bond formation, lowering the structure energy of the CNTs.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.4: (a) Raman spectra of CNTs before and treated by plasma with plasma power of 

40W for 1 minute to 7 minutes; (b) fitted intensity ratio ID/IG and ID’/IG of the as-produced and 
the plasma-treated CNTs in (a). 

 

 

Figure 6.4(a) demonstrates the Raman spectral evolution of CNTs before and after the 

plasma treatment; the spectra were normalized to G bands. When the bombardment time was 

increased, the D band intensities were increased in respect to the G bands, indicating increased 

defects. The elevation of the bridges between D bands and G bands indicated the increased 

amount of amorphous carbon, depositing on the CNT surfaces after bombarded by Ar+ ions. 

Figure 6.4(b) shows the monotonous increases of ID/IG ratio from 1.19 to 2.87 when the plasma 

time was increased up to 7 minutes. However, ID’/IG ratios maintained at 1.04 when the treatment 

time was increased to 7 minutes. D bands and D’ bands were both activated by the defect 

scattering on CNT graphitic walls [105,188]. These two double-resonance bands were different 

in the scattering processes. D band was induced by a intervalley scattering process at the K and 
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K’ symmetry points in the Brillouin zone [188,189]. On the other hand, D’ band was the result of 

a intravalley scattering event at either K or K’ point [188,189]. D’ band had been reported to be 

independent from the scattering happening at the edge structure and to disappear in a perfect 2D 

graphene structure [189]. According to Figure 6.4(b), the Ar+ ion bombardment only affected the 

intervalley scattering processes (D bands) but not the intravalley scattering processes (D’ bands).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.5: Intensity ratios ID/IG and ID’/IG of the as-produced (denoted as 0 minute) and the 
plasma-treated CNTs for 1 minute to 7 minutes before and after irradiated by laser with energy 

density up to 23.6 J/cm2. 
 

 

Laser was employed to heal the plasma-treated CNTs. The 1-minute, 3-minute, and 7-

minute plasma treated CNTs was used for the healing process. The defective CNTs were 

irradiated by the similar irradiation conditions to those conditions applied to the as-synthesized 

CNTs. The laser energy density was increased up to 23.6 J/cm2. Figure 6.5 summarizes the 

Raman spectral fitting results of the as-produced CNTs (denoted by 0-minute plasma treatment) 

and the plasma-treated CNTs before and after healed by the laser method. Similarly, ID/IG’s and 

ID’/IG’s were decreased when the laser energy was increased, confirming the structural 
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improvement. The decrease of ID/IG was dependent on the defect level of CNTs, i.e. a higher 

ID/IG required a higher irradiation energy. It is also noticeable that the healing rate of CNTs, i.e. 

the decrease rate of ID/IG, in respect to the irradiation energy density was greater when the 

plasma-created defect level of CNTs was higher. This healing behavior was attributable to the 

consequent structure of CNTs after plasma treatment. When the plasma treating time for CNTs 

were longer, more amorphous carbon atoms were produced. In addition, the CNT structure 

became more energetic, attributed to more plasma-induced vacancies and more SW defects. In 

addition, the migration of defects, especially SW defects, was more active with the higher 

concentration of vacancies [177], increasing the defect diffusion to the CNT ends at the elevated 

temperature. Therefore, the reorganization of carbon atoms became more sensitive to the laser 

irradiation and the resultant annealing effect, leading to the faster healing effect in respect to the 

laser energy density. 

ID’/IG’s were decreased similarly when the laser energy density was increased; this could 

relate to the insensitivity of D’ bands to the plasma-induced defects as described above. 

According to the fitting curve, we can estimate that the laser energy density required to recover 

structure of the 7-minute plasma treated CNTs to the as-produced state (ID/IG = 1.19) was about 

13 J/cm2. Likewise, the recovery energy densities for the 1-minute and the 3-minute plasma 

treated CNTs were 4 J/cm2 and 8 J/cm2, respectively. Especially when the laser energy density 

was 23.62 J/cm2, ID/IG’s of all the samples were converged into the common value of 0.67±0.07, 

meaning that the plasma-induced defects were healed and the samples would respond similarly 

to the laser irradiation at this energy density level and higher. 

 

6.4 Conclusions  

 

The developed laser scanning method was successful to heal the defect of both as-

synthesized CNTs and plasma-treated CNTs. Comparison with the regular furnace annealing 

method showed that the laser irradiation with the energy density of 31.5 J/cm2 in 2.6 ms achieved 

the same structural improvement of CNTs annealed in furnace at 1500°C for 1 hour; this 

confirmed the time-efficiency and the energy-efficiency of the laser healing. The developed laser 

scanning process was the first to demonstrate the scalability of laser irradiation to heal and 

structurally modify CNTs of large-sized sheets. The unique experimentation of the highly-

aligned CNT sheets scanned by a focused laser beam along the alignment direction created an 
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outstanding structural modification, unachievable by the currently reported laser methods. The 

localized annealed areas were generated at the targeted CNTs and directed to move along the 

CNT axes by the moving focused beam. This local dynamic annealing process was beneficial to 

induce the local structural modification and longitudinally direct it to treat the whole nanotubes. 

Therefore the defects were not only healed at the irradiated but also migrated along the 

nanotubes.  
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CHAPTER 7  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

7.1 Summary of achievements 

 

A laser scanning method was systematically developed. A number of novel research 

outcomes were achieved, including the analysis software, the simulation model, and the process 

controllability.  

 

7.1.1 Analysis software  

 

A Matlab software was self-developed to analyze IR videos captured by a IR camera. The 

software is capable of analyzing individual frames of a IR video, extracting the IR information, 

and interpreting as the temperature profile of a moving heating zone. The laser scannning 

experiment on a CNT sheet surface was analyzed by this software to map the TAZ generated by 

the laser-CNT interaction. As the result, the temperature profile was created, revealing the 

temporal temperature evolution and the spatial temperature distribution of the targeted CNTs. 

Under the laser irradiation, the CNTs were quickly heated to a maxium temperature and then 

quickly cooled down to room temperature. The tailed temperature generated by the moving laser 

beam was analyzed. The tail length was related to the material thermal conductivity and the 

beam moving speed. Although the laser beam diameter adjusted for the purpose of IR video 

recording was approximately 700 μm, IR analysis showed that the resultant TAZ was ~10 mm 

with the FWHH ~1.5 mm. This spatial difference was explained as the thermal conduction of the 

heated CNTs. The quick heating-cooling effects and the large difference between TAZ and 

FWHH area confirmed the strong thermal gradient of the laser irradiation. The temperature 

profile of laser irradiated CNTs was dependent on the laser scanning parameters (as discussed in 

3.3.3). Therefore the IR analysis software was beneficial to study the powerful laser-generated 

heating process as well as to correlate the temperature profile with the laser parameters. This 

software applied for videos captured by IR cameras with higher measurement capability, better 

imaging resolution, and faster frame rate will study the laser scanning process at higher 

temperatures and create more precise temperature profiles. 
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7.1.2 Simulation model  

 

A Matlab simulation model was developed to analyze the heating process of laser 

scanning on CNT sheets, adapted from the Brockman model, to overcome the limitation of the 

temperature measurement. The model was suitable for highly thermal conductive materials as 

CNTs and for thin sheets, i.e. thickness is smaller than the laser beam diameter. The simulation 

model provided appropriate temperature estimates for the laser scanning process. The 

information was used to develop the laser transforming method. It was explored that scanning a 

laser beam of 100 mW at 20 cm/s, corresponding to irradiating an energy density of 498 mJ/cm2, 

possibly heated the targeted CNTs up to 1523°C. Although CNTs were normally oxidized in 

regular air environment at ~500°C, the MWCNTs heated at 1523°C for 0.5 ms had the outer 

graphitic walls removed by the oxidation and these CNTs were ultimately transformed into 2D 

GNRs. Furthermore, scanning these produced GNRs with a laser power of 55 mW at a scanning 

speed of 20 cm/s, resulting the energy irradiation density of 277 mJ/cm2, heated these GNRs up 

to 821°C, oxidatively removing graphitic residuals on GNR surfaces. This model can be further 

developed for randomly aligned CNT sheets and for thicker structure, opening broader 

applications for varied CNT networks.  

 

7.1.3 Process controllability   

 

The experimentation was uniquely designed to effectively exploit the interaction between 

a moving laser beam and 1D nanotubes. Special freestanding highly-aligned CNT sheets were 

scanned by a linearly-polarized IR laser beam with the scanning direction parallel to the 

alignment direction. The localized heated zone generated by the laser irradiation was directed to 

move along the CNT axes. Therefore the targeted CNTs were longitudinally treated from one 

end to the other end and consecutively from one nanotube to another nanotube. The 

transformation of the treated CNTs was the collective results of the powerful heating effect of 

laser irradiation and the combined thermal responses of CNTs. The processing conditions, 

including the processing environment, the CNT sheet geometry, and the laser control were fully 

controlled. This method was applied to process CNTs for three different applications, solving the 

technical issues of current processing methods.  

CNTs irradiated by a laser beam in an ambient air environment were oxidized. The laser-

generated oxidation exhibited advantages over other oxidation methods such as burning or 
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reacting with acids. Firstly, the laser-induced oxidation was solid-state; thus comtamination issue 

was limited. Secondly, the oxidized area were localized with the oxidation level controlled by the 

laser power and the irradiation time. Therefore the oxidation was tunable to either sharply cut 

CNTs or oxidatively remove the outer graphitic layers. The laser cutting method was 

successfully applied to cut the freestanding densified CNT films, producing emitter arrays for the 

lateral FE devices. The produced arrays were freestanding and characterized with the extremely 

high aspect ratio, effectively addressing the screening effect of current CNT FE devices. In 

addtion, the localized strong oxidation of the laser irradiation preserved the alignment and the 

distribution as well as limited the damaged area of CNTs in the films. Especically, the produced 

emitter arrays had the hybrid structure of DWCNTs and GNRs, contributing to the high emission 

efficiency of the FE devices. The laser-induced oxidation method was further developed to 

precisely open the CNTs to produce GNRs. The transformation mechanism was discovered as 

the remarkable combination of the oxidative cutting of graphitic walls and the tubular self-

opening due to the curvature stress and the thermal expansion. The produced GNRs were 

featured with the single layer, the narrow width, the straight edge, the smooth surface, the limited 

contamination, and especially the freestanding structure. The laser-scanning transformation were 

facile, effective, and successfully troubleshooting the issues of the current unzipping methods, 

including the contamination and the scalability.  

Laser annealing CNTs in an inert environment avoided the oxidation happening on the 

surface of the targeted CNTs. Instead, the graphitization process was executed, improving the 

crystallinity and transforming the tubular structure. The laser scanning method was more 

advantageous to heal the graphitic defects of CNTs than other methods such as electron beam 

irradiation, Joule annealing, furnace annealing, and even other laser methods. The healing effect 

of CNTs resulted from the directly defect healing and the longitudinally defect migrating. This 

healing mechanism was attributed to the capability of the laser scanning to move the localized 

heated zone along the CNT axes. The powerful and fast heating effect of laser irradation was 

beneficial to control the healing results, limiting the unexpected transformation such as nanotube 

coalescence, graphitic fragmentation, or carbon evaporation. In addtion, the process was much 

more time-efficient and energy-efficient than other methods. The experiment setup of the highly 

aligned CNT sheets and the controllable laser scanning was beneficial to process CNTs at large 

scale.  
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7.2 Future research opportunities  

 

7.2.1 Graphitic feature laser welding 

 

CNTs have been assembled into macrostructures to achieve the maximum utilization, for 

example buckypaper [190], foam [191,192], yarns [193], and sheets [75]. However, the 

properties of the macroscopic assemblies were significantly lower than the properties of pristine 

CNTs.  This issue was originated from the graphitic defects of the constituent CNTs and the 

scattered interaction between CNTs [194]. The supporting forces for these assemblies are the van 

der Waals force, the entanglement of CNTs, and the intercalation by anionic ions [194]. 

Therefore, the properties of integrated networks could be remarkably enhanced by creating 

seamless connection between CNTs, i.e. crosslinking or welding, at the interfacing areas. There 

have been different approaches for such purpose, including locking the intersecting CNTs with 

graphene layers [191,192], and irradiating the CNT joints with electron beam [195]. 

In addition, CNT-graphene hybrid structures have attracted many theoretical and 

experimental researches due to the high surface area and the exceptional properties originating 

from the outstanding properties of both CNTs and graphene. These structures are excellent 

candidates for energy storage devices [196–199] and sensors [200,201]. There have been 

published methods to create CNT-graphene 3D networks. The first and also simplest method to 

create the hybrid structure of graphene and CNTs was to apply sonication technique to disperse 

the solution mixture of graphene and CNTs  [197,199,200]. The sonication segregated CNT 

bundles and disassembled graphitic multilayers to produce individual CNTs and individual 

graphene layers, respectively. These individual features were tangled to each other by the van der 

Waals force, creating thin films of CNT-graphene entanglement. The problem with this method 

is that the aggregation and the contacts between the graphitic features are uncontrollable, 

depending on the interface between those graphitic features in the solution as well as on the 

evaporation of the solvent. Another method was to perform two-step CVD process [201–203]. 

Firstly, graphene was synthesized onto Ni or Cu substrate by CVD. Then a catalyst layer was 

deposited onto the synthesized graphene. Finally, CVD was performed to vertically grow CNTs 

from the catalyst-coated graphene. However, the catalysts used for CNT-growth were left inside 

the hybrid structure of graphene and CNTs. These metals caused the risk of Ohmic effect when a 

current flew through to the graphene-CNT junctions. In addition, when utilized as the active 
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elements in sensors, the sensitivity of the structures can be negatively affected by the random 

distribution of the metal particles. Reduction process of these particles would contaminate and 

introduce more defects to the structure. 

Laser irradiation is the promising method to weld the intersecting CNTs and the hybrid 

CNT-graphene junctions. Laser irradiation can quickly anneal CNTs to the recrystallization 

temperature (over 1500°C). At that temperature, the graphitic features started to coalesce at high 

temperatures [149,204]. For example, the coalescence between SWNTs forming bigger 

nanotubes was initiated at around 1200oC, and the complete transformation into MWNTs 

happened at 2200oC [85]. DWCNTs were more stable than SWCNTs starting the coalescence at 

the outer walls from 2100oC [85]. Comparing to other methods such as vacuum annealing, 

current-Ohmic heating, or electron beam heating, laser irradiation method pocesses many 

advantages.  

Preliminary result confirmed the feasibility of creating the welded CNTs under the laser 

irradiation. The crosssection of the welded joint in Figure 7.1 shows the coalescence of two 

MWCNTs. The network of crosslinked GNRs and CNTs is achievable by combining the CNT-

to-GNR transforming process with the laser-annealing process.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.1: Covalently connected CNTs produced by laser irradiation 
 

 

Firstly, the laser heating process happens with the strong thermal gradient, generating the 

localized TAZs. The ultimate heating temperature is controllable via the laser output power. The 
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heating time can be precisely adjusted due to the precise manipulation of laser beam as well as 

the strong thermal conduction and the powerful heat dissipation of CNTs. The annealing 

temperature and the annealing time directly affect the coalescence, i.e. welding, of graphitic 

features. In addition, the laser irradiation is a non-contact processing method without any usage 

of chemical liquids to facilitate CNTs; therefore the contamination issue of chemical processing 

methods is greatly limited. Finally, the laser method is more advantageous than the electron 

beam irradiation because the laser irradiation does not require strictly high vacuum environment 

for treating materials. Therefore laser irradiation is an effective and facile method to weld 

graphitic nanomaterials.  

 

7.2.2 Bottom-up simulation of laser-induced heat transfer in CNT networks 

 

The extreme thermal conditions generated by the laser beam and the CNT interactions 

have high potential to tune the CNT structures as well as to build seamless CNT macroscopic 

networks. The ability to control the heating tempeture and the heating time is critical to generate 

the useful graphitic structures and to avoid the catatrophic damage to the CNT networks. 

Therefore, it is important to develop a simulation model applicable for different CNT 

macroscopic structures to predict the laser-generated heating process.  

The thermal interaction between a laser beam and a CNT network was affected by 

thermal conduction, thermal convection, and thermal radiation. The thermal conduction of a 

CNT network depends on the interface between the constituent CNTs. In entangled CNT 

networks, CNTs are interconnected by the van der Waals force and the interface between CNTs 

are limited due to the nanoscale curvature of nanotubes. The conducting phonons are immensely 

scattered at those CNT-CNT interfaces, increasing the local temperature at the interconnecting 

areas. This local heat accumulation leads to the local contraction of the interfacing CNTs, 

overcoming the van der Waals force and thus changing the CNT-CNT connections. The heat 

dissipation via the thermal convection and the thermal radiation is influenced by the porosity of 

the CNT network, i.e. a higher porosity results in the greater dissipation, lowering the maximum 

temperature as well as reducing the thermal conduction.   

The Brokmann model was developed for metallic sheets having the high thermal 

conductivity, the smooth surfaces, and the thickness smaller than the laser beam diameter; thus 

the model was approximately applicable densified ultrathin CNT films. However, the porous 
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CNT networks such as lateral-drawn CNT sheets or CNT foams have the high surface area, the 

fluffy surface morphology, and the unstable CNT-CNT interconnection; the issues relating to the 

scattered thermal conduction and the heat dissipation will greatly affect the laser-induced heating 

process. Therefore, a simulation model with the bottom-up approach are necessary to analyze the 

local heat generation at the irradiated CNTs and the thermal interaction between the 

interconnecting CNTs and between the CNTs with environment.   
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APPENDIX A   

 

OXIDATIVE LASER CUTTING EXPERIMENTS FOR FREESTANDING 

CARBON NANOTUBE FILMS 
 

 

 
 

Figure A.1: (a,c,e) SEM images showing the cutting patterns produced by scanning a 785 nm 
laser beam on the densified CNT films in air environment; (b,d,f ) High-manification SEM 

images of (a,c,e), repectively. The scanning speed are denoted in each images. 
 

 

A CW laser with a wavelength of 785 nm (HP-NIR785, Renishaw Inc.) was used to cut 

the densified freestanding CNT films. The beam diameter was ~10 µm. The film was positioned 

at the focal distance from the laser lense to achieved the minimum irradiated area and the 
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maximum laser energy density. The output power was controlled constantly at 56 µm. The 

irradiation process was performed in the ambient air environment. When the laser beam scanned 

the freestanding CNT films in the ambient air environment, the irradiated CNTs were heated 

exceeding the oxidation temperature of CNTs (500°C); consequently the targeted CNTs were 

oxidized by the oxygen in air. The irradiation time, adjusted by the scanning speed, controlled 

the oxidation time. Figure A.1 shows the SEM images of the CNT films irradiated by the laser 

beam; the beam was controlled to scan the films with the scanning speed decreased from 11.1 

mm/s to 5.6 mm/s and 2.8 mm/s. It is noticeable that when the scanning speed was decreased, the 

cutting patterns were more defined, characterized by the straight and sharp edges. Additionally, 

the 2.8 mm/s scanning showed a narrow oxidatively affected area along the cutting edge (Figure 

A.1(f)). This high quality cutting was attributed to the strong temperature gradient and the 

narrow thermal effected area uniquely generated by the laser irradiation. This laser cutting result 

is unachievable by any other cutting methods; therefore this method can be effectively employed 

to pattern CNT films for different applications, such as sensors or displays.  
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APPENDIX B   

 

MATLAB PROGRAM USED FOR TEMPERATURE SIMULATION 

 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main program %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function T_avg = sheet_thermal(x_physical, y_physical) 
 

clear all; 
close all; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Laser control parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% [W] maximum power of the laser machine 
pwr_max = 10; 
% selected output power from computer 
pwr_input = 0.45; 
% absorption of the porous CNT sheet by FTIR or UV-VIS 
absorption = 0.17; 
% correction factor due to PPI .vs S at 20 cm/s (80% speed) 
pwr_correction = 0.225; 
% corrected output power 
pwr_ctrl = pwr_input * pwr_correction; 
 
% [m/s] maximum power of the laser machine 
speed_max = 0.254; 
speed_ctrl = 0.05; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Thermal characteristics  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% [W/mK] thermal conductivity for 4 layers,  
lambda = 50; 
 
% [J/kgK] specific thermal capacity,  
Cp = 700; 
 
% [W/m2K] heat transfer coefficient,  
alpha = 1500; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Sheet structure 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% [m] thickness 
h = 30 * 10^-6; % porous CNT film 
 
% [kg/m3] density 
rho = 540; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Laser control 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% [m] beam radius, m 
rb = 250*10^-6; 
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% [W] laser power 
I0 = pwr_max*pwr_ctrl*absorption;  
 
% [m/s] speed 
u = speed_max*speed_ctrl;  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% gas temperature [K]  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Tg = 300; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% coordinate converter  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
x = 0.001*x_physical./rb; 
y = 0.001*y_physical./rb; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Temperature Computation% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Bi = (alpha*rb.^2)./(lambda.*h.*4); 
Pe = (rho*Cp.*u.*rb)./(4.*lambda); 
 
A = (Bi + Pe.^2); 
B = y.^2 + (x + Pe).^2; 
F = (1 + A.*2).*sqrt(A/2) + 4*A.*B; 
theta = sqrt(2*pi)./(F.^0.25).*exp(Bi + 2.*Pe.*(x + Pe) - sqrt(F)); 
 
T_star = I0./(4*pi*lambda.*h); 
 
% Temperature at specific location 
T_avg = (theta.*T_star + Tg)-273; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End program %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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APPENDIX C   

 

MATLAB PROGRAM USED FOR IR VIDEO PROCESSING 
 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main program %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% This program is adapted from http://www.mathworks.com/ %%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% and other IR image processing websites %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc;    % Clear the command window. 
close all;  % Close all figures (except those of imtool.) 
imtool close all;  % Close all imtool figures. 
clear;  % Erase all existing variables. 
workspace;  % Make sure the workspace panel is showing. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Open the videos 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
folder = 'C:\IR_videos_storerage'; 
videoList = { 'abc.avi'}; 
[numberOfVideos,temp] = size(videoList); 
 
     
for k = 1 : numberOfVideos 
    movieFullFileName = fullfile(folder, videoList{k}); 
    videoprocess(movieFullFileName); 
end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Process each video 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function videoprocess (movieFullFileName) 
 
fontSize = 14;  
try 

videoObject = VideoReader(movieFullFileName); 
 
% Determine how many frames there are. 
numberOfFrames = videoObject.NumberOfFrames; 
vidHeight = videoObject.Height; 
vidWidth = videoObject.Width; 
 
numberOfFramesWritten = 0; 
% Prepare a figure to show the images in the upper half 
% of the screen. 
figure(1); 
% Enlarge figure to full screen. 
set(gcf, 'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Ask whether writing the individual frames out to disk. 
[writeToDisk,outputFolder,baseFileName] =  
choose_to_write(movieFullFileName); 
 
% Loop through the movie, writing all frames out. 
% Each frame will be in a separate file with unique name. 
meanGrayLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1); 
meanRedLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1); 
meanGreenLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1); 
meanBlueLevels = zeros(numberOfFrames, 1); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for frame = 1 : numberOfFrames 

% Extract the frame from the movie structure. 
thisFrame = read(videoObject, frame); 
% Crop image for area of interest 
thisFrame = imcrop(thisFrame,[20, 10, 220, 210]);  
 
% Display it 
hImage = subplot(2, 2, 1); 
imshow(thisFrame); 
caption = sprintf('Frame %4d of %d.', frame, numberOfFrames); 
title(caption, 'FontSize', fontSize); 
drawnow; % Force it to refresh the window. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Write the image array to the output file 
if writeToDisk 

% Construct an output image file name. 
outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Frame %4.4d.png', frame); 
outputFullFileName = fullfile(outputFolder, outputBaseFileName); 
 
% Extract the image with text "burned into" it. 
frameWithText = getframe(); 

     
% frameWithText.cdata is the image with the text 
% actually written into the pixel values. 
% Write it out to disk. 
imwrite(frameWithText.cdata, outputFullFileName, 'png'); 

end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculate the mean gray level. 
grayImage = rgb2gray(thisFrame); 
meanGrayLevels(frame) = mean(grayImage(:)); 
 
% Calculate the mean R, G, and B levels. 
meanRedLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(85, :, 1))); 
meanGreenLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(85, :, 2))); 
meanBlueLevels(frame) = mean(mean(thisFrame(85, :, 3))); 
 
% Put title back because plot() erases the existing title. 
title('Mean Gray Levels', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
if frame == 1 
     xlabel('Frame Number'); 
     ylabel('Gray Level'); 
     % Get size data later for preallocation if we read 
     % the movie back in from disk. 
     [rows, columns, numberOfColorChannels] = size(thisFrame); 
end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Now do the differencing 
alpha = 0.5; 
if frame == 1 
     Background = thisFrame; 
else 
     % Change background slightly at each frame 
     Background = (1-alpha)* thisFrame + alpha * Background; 
end 

             
           %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
           % Plot the temperature distribution 
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subplot(2, 2, 4); 
redData = im2double(thisFrame(:, :, 1)); 
surf(redData(1:100,:),'facecolor','interp','edgecolor','interp'); 
zlim([0 1]); % fix temperature axis 
caxis([0 1]); % fix colormap 
view(0,0); % view XZ plane 
title('Red channel', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
 
subplot(2, 2, 2); 
greenData = im2double(thisFrame(:, :, 2)); 
surf(greenData(1:100,:),'facecolor','interp','edgecolor','interp'); 
zlim([0 1]); % fix temperature axis 
caxis([0 1]); % fix colormap 
view(0,0); % view XZ plane 
title('Green channel', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
 
subplot(2, 2, 3); 
blueData = im2double(thisFrame(:, :, 3)); 
surf(blueData(1:100,:),'facecolor','interp','edgecolor','interp'); 
zlim([0 1]); % fix temperature axis 
caxis([0 1]); % fix colormap 
view(0,0); % view XZ plane 
title('Blue channel', 'FontSize', fontSize); 

             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % Update user with the progress.  Display in the command window. 

if writeToDisk 
progressIndication = sprintf('Wrote frame %4d of %d.', frame, 

numberOfFrames); 
else 

progressIndication = sprintf('Processed frame %4d of %d.', frame, 
numberOfFrames); 
end 
disp(progressIndication); 
% Increment frame count (should eventually = numberOfFrames 
% unless an error happens). 
numberOfFramesWritten = numberOfFramesWritten + 1; 

        end 
 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        % convert individual frame into meaningful tempeture data map 
        rgb_analysis(outputFolder); 
 
    catch ME 
        % Some error happened if you get here. 
        strErrorMessage = sprintf('Error extracting movie frames  

from:\n\n%s\n\nError: %s\n\n)', movieFullFileName, ME.message); 
        uiwait(msgbox(strErrorMessage)); 
end 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End main program %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Ask user if they want to write the individual frames out to disk. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [writeToDisk,outputFolder,baseFileName] =  
      choose_to_write(movieFullFileName) 
 
promptMessage = sprintf('Do you want to save the individual frames out to individual 
disk files?'); 
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button = questdlg(promptMessage, 'Save individual frames?', 'Yes', 'No', 'Yes'); 
 
if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
    writeToDisk = true; 
 
    % Extract out the various parts of the filename. 
    [folder, baseFileName, extentions] = fileparts(movieFullFileName); 
 
    % Make up a special new output subfolder for all the separate 
    % movie frames that we're going to extract and save to disk. 
    % (Don't worry - windows can handle forward slashes in the folder name.) 
    folder = pwd; % Make a subfolder of the folder where this m-file lives. 
    outputFolder = sprintf('%s/Movie Frames from %s', folder, baseFileName); 
 
    % Create the folder if it doesn't exist already. 
    if ~exist(outputFolder, 'dir') 
        mkdir(outputFolder); 
    end 
else 
    writeToDisk = false; 
end 
 
writeToDisk = true; 
 
% Extract out the various parts of the filename. 
[folder, baseFileName, extentions] = fileparts(movieFullFileName); 
 
% Make up a special new output subfolder for all the separate 
% movie frames that we're going to extract and save to disk. 
outputFolder = sprintf('%s/Movie Frames from %s', folder, baseFileName); 
 
% Create the folder if it doesn't exist already. 
if ~exist(outputFolder, 'dir') 
    mkdir(outputFolder); 
end 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This function displays RED, GREEN, BLUE-channel images of individual  
% images from a image list  
% Those channels will be written into individual data files 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function rgb_analysis(imagesFolder) 
 
clearvars -except imagesFolder; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Read the directory to get a list of images. 
scaleFile = 'colorscale.txt'; 
 
% collect file list 
filePattern = [imagesFolder, '\*.jpg']; 
jpegFiles = dir(filePattern); 
filePattern = [imagesFolder, '\*.tif']; 
tifFiles = dir(filePattern); 
filePattern = [imagesFolder, '\*.png']; 
pngFiles = dir(filePattern); 
filePattern = [imagesFolder, '\*.bmp']; 
bmpFiles = dir(filePattern); 
imageFiles = [jpegFiles; tifFiles; pngFiles; bmpFiles]; 
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% Bail out if there aren't any images in that folder. 
% numberOfImagesProcessed = 0; 
numberOfImagesToProcess = length(imageFiles); 
if numberOfImagesToProcess <= 0 

message = sprintf('I did not find any JPG, TIF, PNG, or BMP images in the 
folder\n%s\nClick OK to Exit.', imagesFolder); 

uiwait(msgbox(message)); 
return; 

end 
 
% read the color bar information for color scale 
% scale includes: 
% - first column: temperature scale 
% - next 3 columns: Red, Green, Blue scale 
scale = dlmread(scaleFile); 
 
for k = 1 : numberOfImagesToProcess 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Create new figure for current image 
figure(k); 

     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Read in this one file. 
baseFileName = imageFiles(k).name; 
fullFileName = fullfile(imagesFolder, baseFileName); 
rgbImage = imread(fullFileName); 
sprintf('Processing image %d in %d images', k, numberOfImagesToProcess); 

     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% convert image data from 8-bit integer to double 
imageData = im2double(rgbImage); 
% flip up-side-down image 
imageData = flipdim(imageData,1); 

 
temperature = temperature_conversion(imageData, scale); 

     
% record temperature information into data file 
write_temperature(temperature,imagesFolder, baseFileName); 

     
end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Display image 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function display_channel(data, channel, baseFileName) 
 
surf(data,'facecolor','interp','edgecolor','interp');     
xlim([0 720]);  
ylim([0 540]); 
zlim([0 1]); % fix temperature axis 
caxis([0 1]); % fix colormap 
view(2); % view XY plane 
caption = sprintf('%s channel of %s', channel, baseFileName); 
title(caption, 'FontSize', 10); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Write image data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function write_channel(data, channel, imagesFolder, baseFileName) 
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outputDataFrameName = sprintf('%s\\%s_channel_%s.dat', imagesFolder, channel, 
baseFileName); 
dlmwrite(outputDataFrameName, data, '\t'); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Write temperature 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function write_temperature(temperature,imagesFolder, baseFileName) 
 
outputDataFrameName = sprintf('%s\\temperature_%s.dat', imagesFolder, baseFileName); 
dlmwrite(outputDataFrameName, temperature, '\t'); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This function receives the double RGB image data and the color scales, 
% including RED, GREEN, BLUE. 
% Each channel of individual pixels of image data will be compare with 3 
% color scales 
% Temperature intepreted from R-G-B channels is returned.  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function temperature = temperature_conversion(imageData, scale) 
 
% scale includes: 
% - first column: temperature scale 
% - next 3 columns: Red, Green, Blue scale 
 
% determine image size 
[row, col, t] = size (imageData); 
 
temperatureScale = scale(:,1); 
rgbScale = scale(:,2:4); 
 
for ii = 1 : row 
for jj = 1 : col 
        
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       pixel = squeeze(imageData(ii, jj, :)); % extract R-G-B array from invididual 
pixel 
       pixel = pixel + 0.0000000001; % avoid zero value 
        
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       % comparison is performed by dividing each pixel channel by 
       % corresponding color scale. Sum of 3 deviding results closest to 3 
       % indicates the temperature value. 
       inv_pixel = 1 ./ pixel; 
        
       compare = rgbScale * inv_pixel; 
       compare = 3- compare; 
        
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       % determine temperature at pixel after finishing comparison  
       [m,pos] = min(abs(compare));  
       temperature(ii, jj)= temperatureScale(pos); 
   end     
end 
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Licensed content publication  Science 
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